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Introduction 

 
Thank you for reading this poverty audit.  Academics Stand Against Poverty UK have 
prepared it aiming to transform the nature of information about poverty in time to be 
available to citizens ahead of the 7th May UK General Election.  We do not claim this 
document is a definitive guide to or even the expert view on the poverty impact of the 
different UK political parties’ policies. But we hope this innovative multidisciplinary 
poverty audit puts a stake in the ground.  With approximately 13 million people 
currently living in poverty in the UK, it’s time to ensure poverty is not seen as 
inevitable.1  Poverty must be a core criterion against which we evaluate political parties’ 
commitments. 
 
We believe that there is both an unmet need and a demand for quality independent 
assessment of the pledges coming from political parties.  We hope that you – as an 
individual concerned by poverty – will find our results help you think through your 
choices.  We also intend to track the next government’s commitments during its new 
term. 
 
Who is “we”?  Over fifty volunteers – academics from 21 UK universities, peer 
reviewers, students, communications experts, policy people – have come together on an 
Academics Stand Against Poverty UK platform over the past three months.  Our 
common objective has been to pull together impartial, rigorous and evidence-based 
analysis of the political parties’ promises on domestic and international poverty, and 
share it in an understandable way.  We believe that the impact of the financial crisis and 
subsequent austerity policies means that understanding policy implications for poverty 
is even more important than ever.  We are concerned by anecdotal evidence that the 
UK’s Lobbying Act is silencing the voices that would normally advocate policies that 
address the needs of the poor.  We are not convinced that the UK political parties’ 
practice of publishing over 500 pages of manifesto commitments three weeks before the 
election is a helpful way of supporting citizens in their decision on how to vote.  
 
The global and multidisciplinary nature of our network has inspired us: when pulling 
together, we have drawn upon international understandings of poverty.  We believe 
that it is best understood not only as the absence or lack of access to resources, but also 
as a wider set of constraints on the ability of individuals to lead flourishing lives (as per 
Sen and Boltvinik’s approaches). We used this thinking in our framework to assess the 
extent to which party manifestos provide the confidence that policies will enable British 
society to flourish in the world, within environmental limits, both now and in future.  In 
the year where the universally-applicable Sustainable Development Goals are replacing 
the developing country-focused Millennium Development Goals, we felt it was right to 
acknowledge the global contributions to understanding the nature of poverty. 
 
In the following chapters, you will read about 14 different policy areas, assessing the 
policies of five of the main parties.  You can read what we think are some of the most 

                                                           
1
 MacInnes, Tom, Hannah Aldridge, Sabrina Bushe, Peter Kenway and Adam Tinson (2013). Monitoring Poverty 

and Social Exclusion 2013 (London: Joseph Rowntree Foundation). 
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interesting findings and our scores.  We have published separately a discussion of our 
narrative and definitions of poverty and flourishing on our website at 
wwwUKPovertyAudit.org. There you can also find another report on the methodology, 
including how the audit was conducted, how these themes were chosen and their 
relation to poverty.  The process the authors and peer-reviewers followed is described 
in detail, including reviewing the costs implications of the policies. We covered 
Conservative, Green, Labour, Lib Dem, and UKIP since they were the parties who were 
either likely to form majority governments, or who as a minority partner, would make 
significantly different policy demands in key areas as part of a coalition agreement.  
SNP’s manifesto, out a week after the others, was too late to be included but was part of 
the original lineup. Next General Election, we hope to provide an even more complete 
picture. 
 
Finally, we would like to take the opportunity to say thank you to all our volunteers: our 
authors, the advisory board, our peer reviewers, everyone who has helped the 
endeavour. But in particular, we would like to thank the core team who put heroic 
amounts of time and energy since we met to plan this last year.  To Anna Carey, Jon 
Finka, Iason Gabriel, Debjani Ghosh, Michelle Gillan, Maia Kan Laura Kyrke-Smith, Sara 
Mahmoud, Francesca Roettger Moreda, Julia Oertli, Sandy Schuman, Tuukka Toivonen, 
Mann Virdee, Sophie Walsh, and other key individuals – thank you for your 
commitment.  And thanks to Keith Horton for his mentoring role and the wider ASAP 
Global team. 
 
Please read this audit. Please dispute our scores. Please tell us if you agree with our 
assessments.  But above all, please contribute to a public debate on the impact of 
parties’ policies on poverty.  
 
Cat Tully and Meera Tiwari 
Academics Stand Against Poverty UK Co-Chairs 
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Executive Summary 
 
 
Highlights: 
 

 Poverty has been overlooked as an issue in the General Election campaign.  
 The policy platforms of the two main parties fail to inspire confidence in our 

authors.  Scoring lower than '3' overall, neither of the two main parties have a 
robust strategy to address poverty, and promote flourishing, at home and 
abroad.  

 Indeed, in general, we are disappointed that none of the main parties, except the 
Greens, have an effective strategy to address poverty at this election.  

 The Greens score consistently the highest. An average score of just under '4' 
means we are 'pretty confident' that the Greens' policies would be effective at 
addressing poverty. The Greens seem to consistently propose innovative policies 
to address long-standing public policy challenges – sometimes to our (and our 
authors’) surprise.  

 The Conservatives and UKIP are almost equally bad performers – there is very 
low confidence in these parties addressing the issue of poverty.  

 Although Labour ranks higher the Conservatives, there is not very much 
difference between them. Both parties inspire, at best, medium levels of 
confidence in our authors.  Labour significantly outperforms the Conservatives on 
Disability, Housing and Education in particular, but on Health, Crime and Justice, 
Money and Banking, and Sustainability and Environment they rank the same. 

 The Lib Dems were in the middle of the available scores, often outperforming 
Labour and the Conservatives. They scored significantly better in two policy 
areas, Disability and Health, but their lowest scores were on Employment and Fiscal 
Policy. 

 The worst performing areas, where all parties do badly, are Social Security, 
Fiscal Policy and Employment. In this area, all parties scored between '1' and '3' 
(out of maximum of '5').  

 None of the main political parties have a platform that accords much weight 
to the interests of young people. This is problematic from the standpoint of 
political engagement. 

 The delay to the manifesto publications has made rigorous analysis difficult. In 
just over a week, we have assessed 500 pages of manifesto proposals and submitted 
our findings to a process of peer review. 

 Please consider the impact of parties’ policies on poverty when you vote on 
7th May. With an estimated 13 million people in poverty in the UK, we can't ignore 
it.  

 
 

Methodology: 
 

The delay in publication of the manifestos means there has been little time for serious 
analysis and debate. Voters will have three weeks to evaluate 500 pages of proposals.  
We believe that citizens would engage more with the substance of parties’ policies if 
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their proposals were published earlier.  Our aim has therefore been to get helpful 
information comparing the parties out to citizens two weeks before the election. 
 

We will not resolve the debate about poverty – it’s a widely used but contested word – 
but using a broad definition, we hope to assess the impact of policies in the real world 
across a variety of public policy areas and services that citizens value.  Our approach is 
therefore multidisciplinary and systematic.  The final report is intended to help citizens 
arrive at their own conclusions about what is on offer. 
 

We define poverty as the inability to flourish. Poverty occurs when needs cannot be 
fulfilled. These include feeling safe, having opportunities for self-development and 
learning, and having the freedom to make your own choices. In short, poverty cannot be 
understood simply as the failure to attain a minimum level of income.   We therefore 
have used a broad and relative definition of poverty that looks at it as a social and 
dynamic phenomenon.  More information and a report on the definition and approach 
can be found at www.UKPovertyAudit.org. 
 

Contributors were selected based on their areas of expertise and interest. We developed 
guidelines for these contributors, which were reviewed. All the contributions were peer 
reviewed by a separate group of academics, who assessed them for theoretical 
soundness, analytical rigour, political neutrality and writing style. We commissioned 
two migration chapters to explore fully the individual and security aspects of a policy 
area of high focus in this election.  And the authors examined the cost implications of all 
policies as part of the assessment process. More information and a report on the 
methodology can be found at www.UKPovertyAudit.org. 
 

  
Findings by party: 
 

 The Greens scored consistently the highest, and didn’t receive less than a '3' in any 
area. Although there are questions around how far they would be able to meet these 
commitments in practice (when it comes to resourcing and implementation) on 
commitments alone this is where they come out.  A common theme that came out 
was that – unlike other parties - their policies were more far-sighted, addressed the 
structural causes of problems (like Housing) and looked systematically at the 
impact on different parts of UK society, 

 The Conservatives and UKIP both performed fairly badly. The highest score was a 
'3' (medium confidence) on disability for UKIP, and on Money and Banking for the 
Conservatives.  UKIP scored higher than the Conservatives on Disability and 
Housing.  The Conservatives scored higher than UKIP on Health, Fiscal Policy, and 
Money and Banking.  

 Labour scored well below average confidence levels across the board, despite a full 
point better than the Conservative party in most policy areas.   Their highest scores 
were on Education and Disability.  And the lowest was on Crime and Justice. 

 The Lib Dems scored second highest, after the Greens, on average – though authors 
still only had 'moderate confidence' in their policies.  They scored comparably 
highly on two policy areas, Disability and Health, as well as additionally doing better 
than Labour on Crime and Justice, Immigration, Migration and Security, and 
Sustainability and Environment 
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Cross-cutting themes: 
  
 There is a general mismatch between the broad policy objectives stated in the 

manifestos and the programmatic details that parties provide. Our authors 
identified several high-level aims, which lacked a means for achieving them.  

 Most parties do poorly in terms of addressing equality or the position of young 
people. 

 There is a general tendency to come down hard on welfare recipients, with a shift 
towards means-testing and victim-blaming across the board. This can be seen 
particularly in the context of Immigration and Housing.   

 The worst performing areas, where all parties do badly in addressing the needs of 
the British public, are Social Security, Fiscal policy and Employment (all parties 
scores are in the range of '1' to '3'). 

 There are no areas where all parties stand out as doing particularly well. 
  
Call to action: 
 

The people that came together under the ASAP UK Election Manifesto Poverty Audit 
were all motivated by the urge to ensure poverty – in all its complexity - is discussed 
during this General Election.  Having brought together so many academics, activists and 
committed individuals from a variety of disciplines and interests, we will be taking this 
agenda forward.  Please join us on www.UKPovertyAudit.org. 
 

We welcome feedback on our approach.  We hope to develop the design for future 
audits here and abroad.  And we will be tracking the next government’s commitments 
over its upcoming term. 
 

Please contribute to a public debate on the impact of parties’ policies on poverty and 
consider the impact of parties’ policies on poverty when you vote on 7th May. With an 
estimated 13 million people in poverty in the UK, we can't ignore it.  
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Scorecard Results 

 
Our Scorecard table of contents shows the final scoring of each party against the 
effectiveness of their policies to address poverty.  A scoring of 1 indicates very low 
confidence by the authors in the package of measures, and a scoring of 5 indicates a 
very high level of confidence.  These scores were peer-reviewed. 
1 = Very Low confidence 

5 = Very High confidence 

Conservative Greens Labour Lib 
Dems 

UKIP 

TOTAL 1.7 3.9 2.6 3.2 1.4 

Crime & Justice 1 4 1 3 1 

Disability 2 5 4 5 3 

Education 2 4 4 4 2 

Employment 1 3 2 2 1 

Fiscal policy 2 3 3 2 1 

Health 2 5 2 4 1 

Housing 1 4 3 3 2 

Immigration 1 4 2 3 1 

Migration & Security 1 4 2 3 1 

Money & Banking 3 4 3 3 1 

Social Security 2 3 3 3 2 

Sustainability & Environment 2 4 2 3 1 

International aid Only scoring UK impact 

Beyond Aid Only scoring UK impact 

Key: 1 = Very Low confidence, 5 = Very High confidence in party’s policies addressing 
poverty and enabling a flourishing UK 
 

Key findings – by party 
 
 The Greens scored consistently the highest, and didn’t receive less than a '3' in any 

area. Although, there are questions around how far they would be able to meet these 
commitments in practice (when it comes to resourcing and implementation) on 
commitments alone this is where they come out.  A common theme that came out 
was that – unlike other parties - their policies were more far-sighted, addressed the 
structural causes of problems (like Housing) and looked systematically at the impact 
on different parts of UK society 

 

 The Conservatives and UKIP both performed fairly badly. The highest score was a 
“3” (medium confidence) on disability for UKIP, and on Money and Banking for the 
Conservatives.  UKIP scored higher than the Conservatives on Disability and Housing.  
The Conservatives scored higher than UKIP on Health, Fiscal Policy, and Money and 
Banking.  

 Labour scored well below average on confidence levels across the board, despite a 
full point better than the Conservative party in most policy areas.   Their highest 
scores were on Education and Disability.  And the lowest was on Crime and Justice 
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 The Lib Dems scored second highest, after the Greens, on average – though authors 
still only had “moderate confidence” in their policies.  They scored comparably highly 
on two policy areas, Disability and Health, as well as additionally doing better than 
Labour on Crime and Justice, Immigration, Migration and Security, and Sustainability 
and Environment. 

 
Key findings – by issue 
 

 On Crime and Justice, the Greens score highly, reflecting good consideration of 
regional differences and differences across age groups. The Lib Dems also do well.  
Conservatives and Labour did poorly because they “merely suggest more innovative 
ways of criminalising people and creating more prison spaces to lock them in”. 

 

 On Disability, the Greens and Lib Dems score very highly because of their 
comprehensive response to disability and explicit commitment to disability rights, 
followed closely by Labour. UKIP scores moderately, followed by the Conservatives 
who scored poorly.    

 

 On Education, Greens, Lib Dems and Labour all score equally highly, whereas 
Conservatives and UKIP score equally poorly. This primarily reflects consideration of 
different age groups, socio-economic backgrounds and household composition, as 
well as the transparency around proposed policies. 

 

 On Work and Employment, Greens scored moderately, with Labour and the Lib 
Dems scoring poorly and the Conservatives and UKIP generating “very low 
confidence” in their policies. No parties were considered better than “moderate”, due 
to lack of consideration for different socio-economic and ethnic backgrounds, 
household compositions and regions of the UK. Greens were judged to have the most 
sustainable and transparent policies around employment that acknowledged the 
impact for different age groups and different sexual orientations and genders. 

 

 On Fiscal Policy, there were no scores higher than “moderate confidence”. Greens 
and Labour achieve this, followed by the Conservatives, with UKIP generating very 
low confidence in their proposed fiscal policy.  

 

 On Health, Lib Dems and Greens scored much higher than the Conservatives and 
Labour, both at “2”, and UKIP at “1”.  In the words of the author: “Labour’s manifesto 
section on health lacks detail and bite, whilst UKIP is too focused on minor concerns 
and the Conservatives’ bears the hallmark of an incumbent player. Conclusively, the 
Greens and Liberal Democrats manifesto offerings in healthcare most enable a 
person and community to flourish”. 

 

 On Housing, Greens score highly, reflecting detailed use of current data to justify 
policies such as scrapping the ‘Bedroom Tax’ and high scores on equity questions. 
Labour and Lib Dems score moderately, with the author noting Labour’s reference to 
trends in homelessness and the Lib Dems proposals of a Green Buildings Act and 
further development of the Green Investment Bank. The Conservatives and UKIP 
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score poorly, with the former making no reference to current trends in housing and 
the latter lacking clarity on statistics used.  

 

 On Immigration, the Greens score highly, with their consideration of the need for 
migrants to have a family life making their policies socially sustainable in the long 
run. The Lib Dems score moderately, acknowledging the sustainability of combining a 
liberal asylum approach with a commitment to get asylum seekers into work. Labour, 
the Conservatives and UKIP score poorly due to the potential impact on local 
economies of their policies restricting lower skilled immigrants. 

 

 On Migration and Security, the results on Immigration were replicated, with a 
sense that the Greens had the best grasp on the wider geo-political context of 
migration and did not just frame migrants as a threat. Although Labour and the Lib 
Dems also acknowledged this, their focus on the physical security of the UK’s borders 
was deemed unsustainable. The Conservatives and UKIP scored poorly due to their 
stigmatised characterisation of migrant behaviour and simplistic understanding of 
the link between context, migration and security. 

 

 On Money and Banking, the Greens scored highly for their radical proposals on 
financial reform focused on addressing inequalities and fallout from the financial 
crisis, including controls on lending and payday loans, cancellation of student debt 
and the separation of retail and investment banking. Labour, the Conservatives and 
Lib Dems all score moderately, with the author noting their continued reliance on 
finance-lead growth and under-development of reforms. UKIP scores poorly due to 
the lack of acknowledgement of issues around debt and credit access and no 
suggestion of the need for financial reform. 

 

 On Social Security, the Greens, Labour and Lib Dems do moderately. This reflects 
the opinion that Labour and the Lib Dems are likely to continue with current reforms, 
leading to limited improvement in addressing poverty. The Greens are acknowledged 
as shifting the debate towards more radical solutions, however the sustainability and 
suitability of their basic income proposal is called into question. The Conservatives 
and UKIP score poorly as their proposals seek to move further towards very basic 
provision of welfare. Overall, parties perform worse than on other issues, with the 
author highlighting concern for how policies apart from those of the Greens may 
affect levels of child poverty in particular. 

 

 On Sustainability and the Environment, the Greens do best –gaining a “pretty high 
confidence” score, with Lib Dems a point down, the Conservatives and Labour 
together a point below that, and UKIP scoring “very low”.  This largely reflects the 
extent to which the parties engaged with the large-scale and long-term challenges 
posed by the environment.    

 
Key findings – cross-cutting themes 
 
 On differing age groups and inter-generational effects – the Greens generally 

scored very highly across all subject areas (“4” or “5”), indicating that they 
considered multiple age groups and on occasion inter-generational effects. Labour 
and the Lib Dems scored broadly similarly, however Labour fared better through 
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considering multiple age groups in relation to Money and Banking and Housing. The 
Conservatives in the main scored poorly although they considered multiple age 
groups in relation to Crime and Justice and Social Security, scoring higher than 
Labour on the latter. UKIP tended to ignore age except for in relation to Social 
Security, where they scored moderately. 

 

 On gender and sexual orientation – the Greens again scored highest in general, 
although with a lower score and a greater variance than the previous question. They 
scored highly for several topics but did not consider gender and sexual orientation at 
all for Migration and Security or Social Security. Conservatives, Labour and Lib Dems 
scored similarly; highly for Education, moderately for Employment and very poorly 
for Immigration, Migration and Security, Money and Banking, Housing, Social 
Security and Criminal Justice (with the exception of Labour, who placed considerable 
emphasis on violence against women). UKIP did not consider gender or sexual 
orientation at all, except to a moderate level in relation to Education. 

 

 On socio-economic groups, Labour and the Greens in general performed equally 
across subject areas; Labour out-performed the Greens on Social Security, with the 
reverse for Immigration. On average they both privileged a specific group but 
acknowledged consequences for others. The Conservatives and UKIP also performed 
similarly poorly, with both parties either privileging a certain group whilst ignoring 
others or ignoring socio-economic factors completely. The exception was Social 
Security, where all parties mentioned multiple groups, included the vulnerable. 

 

 On ethnic background, the Greens performed slightly better overall due to 
moderate scores for Crime and Justice and Money and Banking. Overall, however, 
differences in ethnicity were only considered in relation to Education. 

 

 Household composition was generally not considered by all, except the Greens, 
who performed very well on some issues but poorly on others. The exception was the 
Lib Dems' approach to Immigration, where they considered one-person households 
as well as families, and Education, on which all but the Conservatives and UKIP 
considered household composition. 

 

 UK regional focus was the question on which all parties performed the weakest. 
Across most subject areas, parties generally ignored regional differences or 
privileged one region over others. The exception was Education, where all parties 
except UKIP scored highly, and Criminal Justice, for which Labour and the Greens 
mentioned devolution of policing powers. 

 

 On transparency and the evidence base for policies, the Greens in general scored 
much higher than the other parties, indicating costing, a clear position and 
consideration of trade-offs. Labour scored second highest overall, with greater 
transparency around Employment, Social Security, Housing and Education placing 
them very slightly higher than the Conservatives or Lib Dems. The latter two scored 
very similarly across categories, except for on Immigration, where the Conservatives 
had more examples of policies with a theoretical or empirical evidence base. Overall, 
UKIP scored marginally lower across issues.  
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Crime and Justice 

 
Gerry Mooney and Vickie Cooper, Open University 
 
Conservative   1 Greens      4 Labour       1 Lib Dems    3 UKIP       1 
 
All four party manifestos discuss some aspect of the criminal justice system, and, in 
terms of the similarities, the notion of ‘community’ is echoed throughout as a key space 
within which to deter crime, facilitate restorative justice and wean young adults off 
welfare benefits.2 But, by focusing singularly on the ‘community’, the manifestos appear 
to be suggesting that criminal justice policy is principally relevant to relatively poor 
neighbourhoods. With the exception of the Green Party, none of the parties make any 
plausible suggestions, some none at all, as to how they can regulate the financial sector 
better, prevent the manipulation of financial markets and curb the growth of inequality. 
  
From the outset, Labour makes clear that it has a strong commitment to fiscal 
responsibility and that national finances, like family finances, have to be managed 
carefully.  In his foreword Ed Miliband emphasises the idea of hard-working people, 
hard work and hard-working families – and this continues throughout the document as 
Labour asserts itself to be the ‘party of work, family and community’ (p.8).  While 
notions of poverty and inequality are largely absent, the emphasis on risk and on the 
uncertainties and insecurities that impact on individual, family and community life are a 
recurring narrative here. For example, in their discussions around law and order, 
Labour place a strong emphasis on ‘safer communities’ and in particular on a recurring 
emphasis on the restoration and consolidation of community policing.  Neighbourhood 
crime is to be managed, it suggests, through policing and the introduction of a ‘new 
statutory Local Policing Commitment’. The Labour Manifesto does not make explicit 
what this commitment entails. With that said, Labour’s emphasis on policing, 
community safety and its commitment to ‘nip anti-social behaviour in the bud’ (p. 52) 
makes this manifesto appear like old wine in new bottles. In 1997, Labour coined the 
slogan ‘tough on crime, tough on the causes of crime’.  In their 13 year tenure, the 
former New Labour government introduced approximately 3,000 new criminal offences 
that mostly focused on street-level crime (Powell 2008; Hallsworth 2013). These 
criminal and civil laws brought economically disadvantaged people closer into contact 
with the criminal justice system than ever before. Young people, the homeless, sex-
workers, immigrants, families living in social housing and people with alcohol and 
substance misuse problems were criminalised under these new offences. What is more, 
New Labour’s tough approach to criminalizing street-level activity obfuscated its ‘light-
touch’ approach to controlling the business and financial sector (Tombs and Whyte 
2010, p.16). 
 
The majority of people drawn into the criminal justice system and who are involved 
with police and law and order agencies come from disadvantaged and impoverished 
backgrounds. The relationship between inequality and criminal justice has been well 
established over successive decades but there is a failure on the part of Labour and 
                                                           
2 The written analysis does not include UKIP since the manifesto came out too late to be incorporated into 
the written text, although the analysis was done for the scoring. 
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other major UK parties to recognise this close interrelationship, or that reductions in 
welfare and other social provisions create the conditions whereby such relationships 
are reproduced (Croall 2011 and 2015) 
 
Now 17 years later, the Labour Party seems to be offering exactly the same policy as the 
Blair-led government. With the exception of the proposal to enforce a tax levy on 
Mansions worth over £2million and on tobacco firms, it is clear that Labour will 
continue in this ‘light-touch’ approach. The manifesto reads as though the financial 
crisis never happened. Even the more obviously business-friendly parties, like the 
Conservatives, propose some policy to ‘crack down on tax evasion and aggressive tax 
avoidance’ (p.7) and criminalise companies that fail to ‘put in place measures to stop 
economic crime, such as tax evasion’ (p.11).  
   
The Liberal Democrats and the Green Party appear to offer alternative methods for 
reducing and deterring crime, whereas Labour and Conservatives merely suggest more 
innovative ways of criminalising people and creating more prison spaces to lock them 
in. The Green Party concede that ‘crime cannot be adequately addressed solely in terms 
of criminal justice and policing policy’ and pledge to design a criminal justice policy that 
is not ‘imposed from above but needs as far as possible to be a product of a living, 
democratic community’. As an alternative approach, it places emphasis on tackling the 
social causes of crime through the ‘democratic community’, wherein criminal behaviour 
can be adjudicated ‘informally’. A ‘green justice’ would therefore involve greater ‘public 
participation’.   
 
The Liberal Democrat’s approach to improving the criminal justice system is 
underpinned by their view that ‘far too many people are simply warehoused in prison’.   
Specifically, they pledge to offer ‘improved treatment for addiction and mental health 
problems in prison’, through the development of ‘a specialist drugs court’. Drugs courts, 
the manifesto suggests, will offer some degree of separation with regards to how drugs-
related offences are punished, compared to non-drugs offences. This proposal will be 
welcomed by drugs action agencies and penal reform campaign groups across the UK as 
it purports to steer marginal populations away from the criminal justice system. 
However, the proposal for drugs courts is inconsistent with their proposal for extending 
powers to criminalise alcohol-related offences as they claim ‘to support the greater use 
of Local Authority powers and criminal behaviour orders to help communities tackle 
alcohol-related crime and disorder’.  Overall, the Liberal Democrats do offer an 
innovative and attractive proposal for steering marginalised groups away from the 
criminal justice system and therefore reduce the prison population; however, the 
proposal then fails to encompass alcohol-related offences to the same extent as drugs-
related offences.  
 
After several years of aggressive punitive policies that have doubled the prison 
population, there has been no policy that seriously tackles this now normalised 
approach to punishing offenders through imprisonment. Any notion of 'public 
participation' and diverting marginalised groups away from prison would require a 
cultural shift and considerable effort will need to be made to re-frame attitudes and 
assumptions towards crime and punishment. The Greens and the Liberal Democrats are 
the only parties of the five that come close to proposing such a shift. 
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Meanwhile both Labour and Conservative rely on penal populist tactics to win the 
approval of the general public. The Conservative party takes pride in the knowledge 
that the Coalition government generated 3,000 more prison spaces than before 2010, 
‘while making savings in the prison budget’. But let's not be fooled - the harmful impact 
of these savings were felt elsewhere. Suicide in prisons has increased by 69% as the 
purse strings in prisons have tightened and, in the last 10 years, 163 children and young 
people have died in custody. 
  
Across all four manifestos, there is considerable emphasis on the victim – child abuse, 
domestic abuse, child and female sex exploitation, the exploitation of migrant workers 
and so on. Both Labour and Conservatives propose to introduce a new ‘Victims Law’, 
specifically to ‘strengthen victims’ rights further’ (p.59). But this commitment to 
victims’ rights is undermined by two important facts. First, the Conservatives claim that 
they want to ‘scrap the Human Rights Act and curtail the role of the European Court of 
Human Rights’, and replace it with a ‘British Bill of Rights’ (p.73). Second, the Coalition 
government, in 2012 stripped citizens of their right to legal aid.  This was the death 
knell for fair and equal access to justice as it ensured that people coming from 
disadvantaged backgrounds had no recourse to proper legal representation and 
support. If this record is anything to go by, how can the British Bill of Rights or indeed 
the ‘Victims Law’ strengthen people’s rights? In its outline of how it can better support 
victims of crime and violence, Labour proposes to reintroduce legal aid for victims of 
domestic violence. While this move will be welcomed by many, it is a drop in the ocean 
as Labour makes no such proposal to reinstate legal aid for all. 
  
Labour proposes to scrap the ‘discredited’ Independent Police Complaints Commission 
(IPCC) - the main police watchdog.  Seen as not fit for purpose by many, the IPCC has 
repeatedly failed to serve any sense of justice for families and communities. This move 
chimes well with its commitment to support victims and will be received well by 
affected communities. 
  
Overall, however, the Labour and Conservative parties are merely offering more of the 
same. The only parties that appear to offer a fresh approach in policies relating to the 
criminal justice system are the Liberal Democrats and Green party. The Green Party’s 
proposal to adopt less aggressive methods for punishing offenders by tackling the 
‘social’ causes of crime, and the Liberal Democrats’ proposal to rethink the criminal 
justice system for people coming from marginalised backgrounds altogether suggest 
that these parties have the potential to develop a more progressive criminal justice 
policy. 
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Disability 
 
Tom Shakespeare, University of East Anglia, Nick Watson, University of Glasgow 
 
Conservative   2 Greens           5 Labour         4 Lib Dems        5 UKIP              3 
 
“Disability” refers to the ways in which people with impairments are additionally 
disadvantaged by the ways society responds, or fails to respond, to their needs (UPIAS 
1976, Shakespeare 2006). In particular, barriers facing disabled people include 
discrimination (e.g. in employment), lack of access (e.g. in transport or public buildings), 
and failures of provision (e.g. of social care funding).   To flourish, disabled people 
require action in all sectors to remove barriers and provide the supports needed to lead 
a good life: health and social care; employment; welfare benefits; education; 
accessibility of buildings, transport and information.  A human rights framework 
provides an appropriate cross-cutting approach to disability. 
 
The UK Disability Discrimination Act (1995, amended 2005) mandated greater 
accessibility and outlawed employment discrimination.  This, together with direct 
payments for personal assistance promoting Independent Living, and slow movement 
towards more inclusive education, as well as with supportive welfare payments such as 
the Disability Living Allowance and Access to Work made the UK arguably one of the 
most supportive places in the world to be disabled in the 90s and 00s.    
 
Although the United Kingdom ratified the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with 
Disabilities in 2009, and thus has a legal obligation to promote, protect and ensure the 
human rights of disabled people, the situation has worsened in recent years.  For 
example, the 2010 Equality Act watered down the disability equality duty on public 
bodies (DDA 2005).  Rising numbers claiming out of work benefits meant steady 
tightening of the remit and assessment process for Incapacity Benefit/Employment 
Support Allowance (ESA) first under the Labour Government (2008), and then with 
further eligibility restrictions under the Coalition Government. The Work Capability 
Assessment was intended to restrict ESA only to the most needy, but over 40% of the 
people disqualified have been reinstated on appeal (Franklin 2013).   The “Bedroom 
Tax” has disproportionately affected disabled people who may need extra space and/or 
find it hard to move to smaller but accessible social housing.  Despite recent increases in 
disabled employment, the employment gap between disabled and non-disabled people 
has barely shifted.  Personal budgets have not increased most disabled people’s control 
over their own lives, and the abolition of the Independent Living Fund means that the 
support funding available for many disabled people to live independently in their own 
homes will reduce.  Progress towards educational inclusion has halted or even reversed. 
 
The challenges that governments face are mainly about resources, for example to 
underpin social care spending.  Practically, there are problems ensuring that people 
who should be working do not claim out-of-work benefits: those people who can work 
need interventions to promote access to work, while those who cannot should be 
properly supported through the benefit system. There are also ideological obstacles, 
given that state intervention and regulation is required to enforce e.g. accessibility 
standards, inclusive schooling, and employment equality. If state spending and state 
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intervention are seen as undesirable, this will limit options to achieve good outcomes 
for disabled people. 
 
Beginning with health and social care, it is welcome that all the main parties are finally 
committed to giving mental health equal priority with physical health, and most talk 
about increasing access to talking therapies.  All the parties talk of integrating health 
and social care.  While this may be motivated by the desire to cut costs and remove 
pressures on the NHS, it should also simplify life for disabled people.  Labour mentions 
personal care plans and the option of personal budgets for older and disabled people.  
However, so far personal budgets do not seem to have increased control for the 
majority of disabled people. Labour also commits to recruiting more home care 
workers.  The Liberal Democrats would bring in a replacement for the Independent 
Living Fund, abolished under the Coalition, while the Greens would retain the 
Independent Living Fund, as well as increasing funding for social care for disabled 
adults.  UKIP pledges that disabled people will be able to access both domestic, 
institutional and community support.  All of the parties would give extra support to 
informal carers. 
 
On employment, the Conservatives have pledged to halve the disability employment 
gap, which would certainly make a difference to thousands of disabled people.  
However, they have given no details of how they would do this, and as they are also 
pledged to cutting red tape and social spending it seems implausible that they would act 
to prevent discrimination by employers or extend the Access to Work scheme.  Labour 
says they will introduce a specialist support programme to ensure that disabled people 
get more tailored help into work, while the Liberal Democrats will simplify and 
streamline back-to-work support for disabled people, as well as expanding the Access to 
Work scheme which supports disabled people with employment costs.  The Greens too 
would promote the Access to Work scheme. 
 
On welfare benefits, disability benefits are exempted from the Conservatives benefit 
freeze and from their cap on benefits per household.  However, the Conservatives do 
mention potentially cutting welfare benefits for people who refuse treatment for 
substance dependency or obesity.  Labour has pledged to reform the Work Capability 
Assessment and to abolish the ‘bedroom tax’.  The Liberal Democrats would review 
sanctions processes,  “punitive” cuts to benefits, the Work Capability Assessment and 
Personal Independence Payment assessment to ensure they are fair, accurate and 
timely, as well as investing to clear the backlog in PIP assessments.  They mention 
integrating different disability benefits, and pledge to ensure that the ‘bedroom tax’ 
does not penalize disabled people. The Greens would explicitly increase the budget for 
disability benefits. UKIP would end the Work Capability Assessment and return 
disability assessments to GPs and NHS specialists, and are committed to a fairer welfare 
benefit system. 
 
On education, as well as early identification of special educational needs, the Liberal 
Democrats pledge to promote “local integration of health, care and educational 
support”, although this seems to fall short of the unequivocal commitment to inclusive 
education that the disability movement would prefer.  Labour would give teachers 
better training to work with children with special educational needs.  Liberal Democrats 
are pledged to maintaining the Disabled Students Allowance, which has been restricted 
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under the Coalition. The Greens would “recognize the rights of disabled children in 
education”. 
 
Only the Liberal Democrats say much about accessibility, pledging to make more 
railway stations accessible, promoting public transport access for people with visual 
and hearing impairments, outlawing discrimination against disabled people in taxis and 
minicabs, as well as reforming Blue Badge parking legislation.  The Greens would 
provide disability equality training for taxi drivers. 
 
The Conservatives explicitly mention disability hate crime legislation, although they 
also intend to abolish the Human Rights Act: it remains to be seen whether their 
proposed Bill of Rights would ensure rights for disabled people. Labour is pledged to 
keep the Human Rights Act, and to strengthen the law on disability and other hate 
crimes.  Liberal Democrats too would address disability hate crime, by increasing 
monitoring, and would fight prejudice and discrimination, for example through fully 
implementing the Equality Act. 
 
Given that the Conservatives need to save £12 billion (UKIP also accept these figures), 
Labour £7 billion, Liberal Democrats £3 billion, further restrictions of spending on 
disabled people cannot be ruled out.  Both Labour and the Conservatives mention 
disability only briefly.  However, because Labour have pledged to abolish the “bedroom 
tax” and reform the Work Capability Assessment, their approach seems likely to do 
more to reduce the poverty which so many disabled people currently endure.  Overall, 
the Liberal Democrats have the most comprehensive response to disability of all the 
parties.   The Greens also seem to have an explicit commitment to disability rights and 
full participation in society, and they challenge the need for more austerity.  Only the 
Greens and UKIP mention the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.     
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Education 
 
Steven Jones, University of Manchester 
 
Conservative   2 Greens          4 Labour          4 Lib Dems         4 UKIP            2 
 
The goal for education and training policy is to close the attainment gap between 
wealthier and poorer children, and to provide access to a range of meaningful, well-
recognised educational and vocational opportunities for all young people. This requires 
cohesive policy at all stages in the educational pipeline and for wider issues of social 
injustice to be systematically and coherently addressed. 
 
Relevant resources need to be equitably distributed, opportunities made available and 
promoted to all young people, barriers identified and collapsed, and an environment 
created that enables all to flourish, regardless of background, ethnicity or gender. 
 
An increasingly fragmented educational and training provision poses a challenge to any 
incoming government. Local Authorities have been weakened by structural changes and 
‘choice’ agenda have resulted in disadvantage for some young people. The biggest 
challenge will be to address the root causes of educational under-achievement, which 
can be cultural, long-standing and deeply embedded in some communities. 
 
All parties set out a vision for education policy that promises to be inclusive and to 
address long-standing inequities. However, coherent links with wider social policy are 
not always evident, and few new initiatives are costed appropriately. 
Labour rightly make the point that “every taxpayer pays the cost of low educational 
achievement” and offer many new ideas: a “Technical Baccalaureate” vocational award 
for 16 to 18-year-olds; a new ‘Master Teacher’ status; new “Directors of School 
Standards.” Funding details are generally thin, but it’s noted that “private schools 
currently benefit from generous state subsidies, including business rates relief worth 
hundreds of millions of pounds.” In terms of higher education, Labour plans to cut 
tuition fees from £9,000 to £6,000 a year, funded by restricting tax relief on pension 
contributions for the highest earners and clamping down on tax avoidance. Who 
benefits from this cut isn’t clear though. The Institute for Fiscal Studies claims that 
higher-earning graduates would be the biggest winners. More valuable is Labour’s 
promise for “a new, independent system of careers advice, offering personalised face-to-
face guidance on routes into university and apprenticeships”. This is long overdue and 
offers the potential to level the employment playing field further. 
The Lib Dems boast of a “record of delivery” as Coalition partners and offer a “promise 
of more”. Commitments such as that to “end illiteracy and innumeracy by 2025” may 
remind voters of previous undelivered pre-election pledges, but those from poorer 
background will welcome the pledge to “give young people aged 16–21 a discount bus 
pass to cut the cost of travel.” The Lib Dems will establish an independent Educational 
Standards Authority (ESA) entirely removed from Ministerial interference and increase 
the Early Years Pupil Premium – which gives extra money to help children from 
disadvantaged backgrounds – to £1,000 per pupil per year. Such measures are welcome, 
targeting those most in need with minimum interference, though full and detailed 
costings are not always supplied. 
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The Green agenda is built around the notion of the “common good” and the party’s 
education policy reflects this. Class sizes would be limited to 20, and there’d be a greater 
focus on play, social cohesion and confidence building among the under sevens. 
Curricula would be widened and private schools’ charitable status abolished. All of 
these measures are progressive and promise to close attainment gaps between socio-
economic groups. The Educational Maintenance Allowance is restored and an extra 
£1.5bn is found annually for Further Education. 
The Conservative Party takes a stricter and more traditional approach. They vow to 
improve primary schools “with zero tolerance for failure”, but little mention is made of 
trusting the teaching profession to deliver without continued political interference in 
curriculum. Every “failing and coasting secondary school” will be turned into an 
academy and there will be “more power over discipline”. The language of competition 
(not co-operation) dominates, with an increase promised in the number of teachers able 
to teach Mandarin in schools in England, “so we can compete in the global race”. 
Universities will focus on ‘value for money’ and will be required to offer more two-year 
courses. 
UKIP plans to maintain selective systems in secondary school and will introduce a 12+, 
13+ and 16+ exam to complement the 11+ exam. UK students taking approved degrees 
in Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics and Medicine (STEMM) will not have 
to repay their tuition fees. Like other parties, UKIP aims to “improve social mobility for 
able children from poorer backgrounds,” but few specific measures are offered beside 
the ubiquitous promise of a “grammar school in every town”. 
When it comes to Education and Training, the main parties’ manifestos are alike in some 
ways. Many acknowledge the decreasing influence and autonomy of local authorities 
and, indeed, of individual teachers in education administration. But the manifestos also 
differ in key ways. For example, while most include promises to reduce class-size, 
improve teacher skills and expand vocational opportunities, the Greens seem to have an 
especially strong focus on making college affordable and the Lib Dems on evidence-
based social and family support for disadvantaged children in early ages. Labour 
presents a persuasive narrative about raising educational achievement among the most 
marginalised groups. The challenge for whichever party (or parties) succeed in winning 
power will be to deliver on their manifesto principles, even if policy compromises are 
needed, and to give more children the resources they need to move away from poverty, 
reach their full educational potential, and maximise their personal wellbeing. 
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Employment 

 
Michael Orton, Warwick University 
 
Conservative   1 Greens          3 Labour          2 Lib Dems         2 UKIP            1 
 
Sen’s Capability Approach has been applied to the topic of work by others (e.g. Salais, 
2003; Salais and Villeneuve, 2004; Bonvin, 2008; Bonvin and Farvaque, 2006; 
Zimmerman, 2006; Orton, 2011) to examine how it might be applied to paid 
employment in Western countries. Such an approach sees employment as key in 
relation to needs at both an individual and societal level e.g. providing income but also 
potential for identity, recognition, learning, creativity, and contribution to wider social 
goals, and contrasts this with current neo-liberal orthodoxies which are ascribed as the 
cause of the UK’s well-rehearsed list of problems such as low wages, zero hours 
contracts, the gender pay gap, other aspects of discrimination, and so on.  
 
Employment covers a very wide range of issues but in seeking to redress problems 
within the realities of the current UK labour market and frame employment positively 
in terms of a Capability Approach with a goal of enabling flourishing lives, six objective 
criteria are as follows, 
 
1. Paid work providing a Living Wage. 
2. 'Good Work' meaning current and newly created jobs not only pay a Living Wage but 
are secure, provide respect and dignity, promote well-being and good mental health, 
offer opportunities for personal development and allow for employee voice. 
3. Equality in relation to pay gaps and other discriminatory practices. 
4. Equal focus on the supply-side of the labour market equation and on the demand-side 
i.e. employability and job creation. 
5. Linking paid employment to sustainability for example through emphasis on Good 
Work within high-tech low-carbon manufacturing. 
6. Recognising that paid employment is only one element of human activity and give 
equal value to waged work, unpaid caring and so on, enabling people to choose what for 
them constitutes a flourishing life. 
 
So is there evidence of these criteria being addressed in the Party manifestos? 
Considerable prominence is certainly given to employment e.g. Labour says its 
manifesto is “a plan to reward hard work” while the Conservatives declare “Jobs for All” 
(the exception is UKIP’s manifesto which in a short section frames employment 
problems and solutions within EU membership and does not meet any of the six 
criteria). The downside to the general emphasis on employment is a failure in relation 
to criterion 6 i.e. recognition that paid employment is only one element of human 
activity. There is near complete omission of this and sparse mentions are not supported 
by realistic policy measures e.g. the Conservative manifesto says “We will support you, 
whether you choose to go out to work or stay at home to raise your children” but policy 
is highly partial, based on transfer of married couples’ tax allowances. The Green Party 
proposal for potentially far greater change through a Basic Income is referred to only as 
a long-term ambition. The stronger sense is of what Levitas (1996, 12) argued to be the 
case twenty years ago: “The possibility of integration into society through any 
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institution other than the labour market has disappeared”. The other five criteria will 
now be considered in turn. 
 
Living Wage – There are many promises to increase (net) wages but whether sufficient 
to provide a true Living Wage is less clear. The Conservatives and Liberal Democrats 
propose further increasing the Income Tax threshold. Labour’s emphasis is on reducing 
the starting rate of Income Tax, increasing the National Minimum Wage (NMW) and 
incentives for employers to pay the Living Wage. Green policy is similar to Labour but 
with more rapid increases to the NMW. The Conservative-Lib Dem approach of the last 
five years has been unsuccessful in redressing low wages and more of the same seems 
unlikely to do so. Increases to the NMW are certainly positive but whether a Living 
Wage can be achieved through incentives to employers remains to be seen. 
 
Good work – Aspects of the notion of Good Work feature in the manifestos but there is 
again a potential gap between stated aspirations and policy development to achieve 
those aspirations. For example, the Conservative manifesto does recognise exploitation 
but elides this with illegal working and illegal immigrants. In relation to voice, the 
Conservatives propose more restrictions on trade unions. Labour and the Greens (and 
to some extent the Liberal Democrats) propose tackling elements of zero hours 
contracts, unpaid internships and are positive about the role of unions. There is also a 
difference of emphasis between the Conservative and Labour manifestos with the 
former arguing for less regulation of employers while Labour does link change by 
employers and better quality employment. While individual measures may help 
towards creating Good Work the overall sense across the manifestos is, however, of far 
greater emphasis on claims of how many jobs different parties will create - the nature of 
those jobs does appear as a secondary rather than integral concern.  
 
Prioritise equality – The Greens place strong emphasis on equality and diversity across 
policy domains including employment, but in other manifestos it is the theme of a gap 
between stated aspirations and realistic policy development that is most evident. For 
example, the Conservative manifesto states “We want to see full, genuine gender 
equality…we want to reduce it [the gender pay gap] further and will push business to do 
so: we will require companies with more than 250 employees to publish the difference 
between the average pay of their male and female employees”. The Liberal Democrats 
and Labour make more substantive pledges than this, but to a lesser extent than the 
Greens. The priority given to equality is a definite difference between the manifestos 
with the Green Party manifesto clearly scoring highest in presenting equalities as a core 
concern.  
 
Employability and job creation – Various claims are made in the manifestos about how 
many jobs will be created by the different parties but, as with the above separation of 
job creation and Good Work, so job creation and employability measures for those not 
currently in work are presented as different policy domains. While in the main 
described as ‘support’ for helping people into work, such support is not linked to the 
availability and suitability of job opportunities. Much focus is on young people, but there 
is little evidence of a Capability Approach based on ensuring opportunities and choice. It 
is coerciveness that is far more evident, for example captured in this from the Labour 
manifesto: “There will be a guaranteed, paid job for all young people who have been out 
of work for one year, and for all those over 25 years old and out of work for two years. It 
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will be a job that they have to take, or lose their benefits” or from the Conservatives: 
“We will replace the Jobseeker’s Allowance for 18-21 year-olds with a Youth Allowance 
that will be time-limited to six months, after which young people will have to take an 
apprenticeship, a traineeship or do daily community work for their benefits”.  
 
Linking paid employment to sustainability – Unsurprisingly, the creation of green Jobs 
features strongly in the Green manifesto but Labour too pledges to “make Britain a 
world leader in low carbon technologies over the next decade, creating a million 
additional green jobs” with a “Green Investment Bank to be given additional powers so 
that it can invest in green businesses and technology”. But here again there is a 
separation between creating (green) jobs and the nature of those jobs, with far greater 
emphasis on the former over the latter.  
 
In summary, taking the manifestos as a whole there are aspirations and individual 
policies which potentially chime with aspects of a Capability Approach but they do so 
only in a piecemeal and coincidental way. There are certainly differences between the 
manifestos. At a theoretical level the Greens reject neo-liberalism, although they are the 
only Party to do so, and aspire to a very different political economy. At a policy level, the 
Conservative and Labour manifestos point to elements of variance if either forms a 
government. But to follow a Capability Approach would require adopting the theoretical 
development by Salais, Bonvin and others, and addressing the six criteria above in the 
round, seeing them as mutually-reinforcing and creating an upward virtuous cycle. This 
is not the case in any of the manifestos and while some positive changes to employment 
policy are promised, these do not offer the transformative potential of a Capability 
Approach nor a sound basis for the opportunities, choice and freedom central to such an 
approach's role in enabling flourishing lives.   
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Fiscal Policy 
 
Malcolm Sawyer, University of Leeds 
 
Conservative  2 Greens      3 Labour      3 Lib Dems   2 UKIP       1 
 
The structure of public expenditure and taxation has implications for a flourishing life. 
Fiscal policy relates to the intended balance between government expenditure and tax 
revenues. It is a policy tool to influence the level of demand (and therefore 
employment) in the economy.  The main impact of fiscal policy comes through its ability 
(or otherwise) to secure full utilisation of resources, notably employment. A good social 
outcome is where fiscal policy is used to enhance employment and economic activity 
rather than to meet an arbitrary budget deficit position.  
 
Fiscal policy and the scale of and change in the budget deficit/surplus, is normally 
framed as a national target without due consideration for equity dimensions. It is 
generally the case that the desirability (or inevitability of) an arbitrary budget position 
is asserted without any rationale being given.  
 
Reducing the budget deficit is currently a key focus of fiscal policy in the UK. There are 
three ways this can take place - cuts in public expenditure, increases in tax rates, and 
increased tax revenues (and some reduction in unemployment related payments) as 
growth occurs. Four key criteria apply when assessing budget deficit targets: 
 

(i) What is the scale of the targets, and what impact will the targets have on the 
overall level of employment and unemployment?;  

(ii) How is it the anticipated division between public expenditure reductions, 
increases in tax rates, and the ‘growth dividend’ to achieve the target?; 

(iii) How will changes in public expenditure be structured? 
(iv) How will changes in tax rates be structured? 

 
From the above, it is clear that whether budget deficit targets are reached depends not 
only on expenditure and tax rate decisions but also on the level and structure of 
economic activity. A further consideration is whether fears of deficit and debt militate 
against public investment at a time when borrowing costs are low and there is evident 
need for such investment. 

 
Reducing the budget deficit also requires assumptions to be made about the future. One 
major issue is that the outcome is not under the control of government but dependent 
on the level and composition of economic activity. Specifically if investment and net 
exports do not grow substantially then the budget deficit will not decline as intended. 
 
A challenge for parties that seek to dramatically reduce public expenditure and/or 
particular elements is the social acceptability of such changes. The ability of parties to 
deliver on their deficit pledges will also depend on support from their peers in 
Parliament across the political spectrum.  
Each of the five parties has programmes to reduce the budget deficit over the next five 
years. A brief summary is below. 
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Conservative Budget deficit eliminated by expenditure cuts in first two years of 1 per 

cent per annum; achievement of overall budget surplus by 2018/19; 
and declining debt to GDP ratio; public expenditure growth in line with 
  

Labour Budget deficit on current spending to be eliminated ‘as soon as 
possible’; ‘no new proposals for spending paid by additional 
borrowing’; allow borrowing for investment purposes. 

Liberal 
Democratic 

‘Structural current budget’ deficit eliminated by 2017/18; ‘over the 
cycle balance the overall budget’ but ‘borrow for capital expenditure 
that enhances economic growth or financial stability’ 

Green Party Substantial increases in public expenditure, development of new taxes: 
spending 45.1 per cent of GDP (compared with Coalition plans of 36.0 
per cent), tax revenues 44.0 per cent (36.3 per cent); achieving a 
surplus on current budget of 2.7 per cent of GDP by 2019, and with 3.7 
per cent of GDP spent on public investment, an overall deficit of 1.0 per 
cent. 

UKIP Accept the budget deficit proposals of the Coalition government (March 
2015 budget) and ‘eliminate deficit by third year of Parliament’, and 
then surplus, ‘holding the Chancellor’s feet to the fire’ to reduce deficit. 
Own plans for changes to tax and spending are put at around £32 
billion in each case, hence no overall effect on budget deficit.  

 
Overall, Conservative, UKIP and Liberal Democrats share the position of eliminating the 
overall budget deficit, whereas Labour, Green and SNP aim more for a current budget 
balance with borrowing for investment (a return to the ‘golden rule’). The Green Party 
has on the surface somewhat more fiscal tightening than Labour Party, but in the 
context where expenditure and tax revenues would be some 8 to 9 per cent of GDP 
higher.  
 
One consequence of the above is the level of debt to GDP. This is decried by some 
(including Liberal Democrats and UKIP) as impoverishing our grandchildren. However, 
the reality is that the national debt (government bonds) forms an asset for people which 
can be passed on to their grandchildren. 
 
The parties do not discuss what effect their expenditure and tax plans will have on 
employment and output. Insofar as the expenditure and tax revenue changes are set out 
in any degree of detail (as they are in the Green Party manifesto) then it is against a 
background of a given set of forecasts for output.  
 
There is also a lack of distinction between a balance of the total government budget and 
a balance of the current budget. This difference is equal to the scale of public 
investment, and could amount to the order of 2 per cent of GDP.  Such a difference in the 
level of expenditure would make a significant difference to the levels of output and 
employment.   
 
Manifestos lack the detail to make comparisons between the composition of the 
spending and tax plans and the effects it will have on a ‘flourishing life’. Nonetheless, we 
can offer the following insights.  
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(i) The Conservative Party has long indicated that a substantial portion of their 

expenditure reduction plans come in social welfare of the order of £12 
billion. Given that pension provision is effectively ring fenced and is the 
dominant component of welfare spending, then the proportionate reductions 
in welfare provision outside of pension would necessarily be rather large. 
This will adversely affect the likelihood of a ‘flourishing life’ of non-
pensioners. 

(ii) The Labour Party’s plans lack detail but effectively ring fence health and 
education expenditure. Their deficit reduction plans are more focused on tax 
increases than are those of the Conservatives.  

(iii) The Liberal Democrats have same deficit reduction plans as the 
Conservatives over the first two years. However, their balance between tax 
increases and expenditure reductions differs. After budget is in balance, 
expenditure plans will increase in line ‘with the economy’, which could be 
taken to mean that the ratio of public expenditure to GDP would remain 
constant. 

(iv) The Green Party’s plans stand out in their ambitions on a range of new taxes 
(including financial transactions taxes, wealth tax) and expenditure 
proposals. 

(v) UKIP plans follow those of the Coalition government (and hence close to the 
Conservative plans on deficit) with significant shifts in the composition of 
spending and tax. Their reductions in spending are largely focused on 
international aid and ceasing to make contributions to the European Union. 

 
A key concern for the public should be the scant information as to how parties will 
respond to failures to meet specified deficit targets. Such failures are virtually inevitable 
as parties have put forward different targets underpinned by different assumptions; 
and the complex of interplay of these assumptions and their validity has not been 
sufficiently explored.  
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Health 
 
Tatum Mutharu, Open University 
 
Conservative  2 Greens       5 Labour       2 Lib Dems      4 UKIP      1 

 
Health is a major campaign focus in the General Election 2015 due to critical media 
attention on weak hospital performance and missed waiting list targets, as well as 
widespread public perception of creeping privatization in the NHS. It may also be a 
decisive one, since the main political parties’ manifestos reveal some fundamental 
differences in their health programmes. Even at first glance, variation in the 
prioritization of this policy area, as read from its position and attention to detail in the 
manifestos, is noteworthy: the Liberal Democrats dedicate an entire 14-page chapter to 
a ‘healthier society’ and the Greens’ present their thorough five pages of text on ‘health 
and well-being’ relatively early on in their document, whereas both the Labour and 
Conservative parties have chosen to combine their health and education contributions 
into single chapters. The Conservatives’ title for this chapter is one that headlines 
hospitals, which indicates that their perspective prioritizes these institutions over 
community-based or preventative care, and its three-page sub-section on health is 
focused specifically on the NHS, rather than health more generally. Likewise, the UKIP 
manifesto offers three pages of text on the NHS expressly, though these appear 
relatively early on in the document and are followed by a separate (page long) chapter 
on social care.   
 
These introductory observations prompt questions around what should or could be 
included in the parties’ manifestos on health.  The challenge here is to do with the 
breadth and depth of this policy area – since the meaning of good health has long 
superseded the simple notion of being free from illness and now embraces a wider 
sense of wellbeing. A good social outcome in this area means a more pervasive health 
and happiness, an ability to live with and manage any long-term conditions, as well as 
the means to maintain wellness through all stages of life. To be well, on this view, is a 
holistic matter, with emphasis being placed upon the prevention of poor health – from 
imbalance diets to imbalanced work and social lives – by both informed individuals and 
carers. In a developed world context, moreover, high-quality solutions to health 
problems should be readily and equitably available as well as compassionately 
delivered.  
 
To what extent can or will the main political parties recognize and act on this scale? The 
Green Party manifesto stands out in its appreciation of the factors that contribute 
towards good health: its chapter’s opening statement sets out a vision of well-being 
based on satisfying work and a balanced diet alongside good housing, education and 
transport as well as greater equality. It recognizes different segments of society, most 
explicitly in its sub-section on mental health, though there is particular emphasis at the 
very early and late stages in life, which is not unique to the Greens. What is unique, is 
the extent to which they take their stance against privatization of the NHS: they will not 
only repeal the Health and Social Care Act (HSCA) 2012 but abolish the purchaser-
provider split (which dates back to 1990 and is, arguably, the defining feature which 
mimics the market within the NHS).  
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Both the Labour Party and Liberal Democrats take a similarly system-wide view of 
healthcare, relative to the Conservative Party and UKIP, and have also decided to repeal 
the HSCA 2012. That said, the Lib Dems restrict this reform only to the Act’s parts that 
render the NHS ‘vulnerable to forced privatisation’. And Labour conflates its repeal with 
the ‘scrapping of the competition regime’, without adequate recognition or management 
of the market features embedded in the NHS that precede that Act. None of the three 
parties committed to this repeal provide sufficient detail about the future of the 
commissioning structures, the Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs), established 
under the HSCA 2012.  UKIP, in contrast, indicate that they have decided against this 
course of action so as not to waste resources on further re-organization and instead 
focus on policies to restrict  ‘health tourism’ and scrap hospital car parking charges.  
 
Without commenting upon whether the so-called privatisation of the NHS is a legitimate 
public concern, the political parties’ reflections at this level demonstrate the broader 
need to think beyond certain issues like specific hospital provision. It is in this vein that 
transformative work around preventative care can happen, contributing squarely 
towards a person’s ability to flourish. Apart from UKIP, which makes no reference to 
preventative care, all the other main political parties include in their manifestos policies 
to encourage individuals to make better lifestyle choices (e.g. minimum pricing for 
alcohol, regulation of junk food advertising). In fact, both the Greens and the Lib Dems 
go further, matching this personal responsibility with governmental responsibility to 
control air pollution, something that is responsible for thousands of premature deaths 
in the UK each year. 
 
Moving from preventative care to specific clinical foci, two areas have received 
particular attention, to varying degrees, in the main political parties’ manifestos: mental 
health and care for the elderly. The Conservatives include a paragraph on each, and the 
Labour Party includes a paragraph on the former together with a section on the latter 
that proposes the ending of 15-minute care appointments. The majority of UKIP’s short 
chapter on social care is dedicated to older people and they propose to finance this 
through a Sovereign Wealth Fund gained form shale oil and gas exploration (fracking). 
In contrast to this, the Greens and Liberal Democrats include whole sub-sections 
focused on mental health in their manifestos. They each lean towards different 
segments of society – the Lib Dems to prevention and management for young people, 
and the Greens to diverse groups (mothers and children, BME and LGBTIQ communities 
as well as refugees and ex-service people) – but both are thorough and connect the dots 
between wellbeing and secure, balanced employment. 
 
This linkage is mirrored in two headline issues that are intertwined and also impact 
upon the compassionate delivery of healthcare: access to services and our health and 
social care workforce. All the major parties are pledging greater access to healthcare 
services, be it through GP services running 7 days a week, or guaranteed appointments 
in, typically, 48 hours. But these pledges are supported by funding figures that are 
insufficiently detailed from source to implementation – only the Green Party and UKIP 
attempt a financial breakdown for their whole manifestos (the former being 
significantly more detailed than the latter). There is inadequate attention paid to how 
GPs will be persuaded to do this, particularly at a time when great swathes of the 
profession feel excessively burdened already and there is a critical shortfall of 
replacements. The minority parties – the Greens, Lib Dems and UKIP – come closest to 
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recognising the healthcare workforce as a vulnerable group, and to making tentative 
links between their value (financially and otherwise) and their ability to deliver high-
quality care compassionately. This is fundamental to the sustainability of the NHS.  
 
What is clear and critical for any contemporary campaign relating to health, in a 
developed world context such as our own, is the interconnectedness of policies beyond 
hospitals and specific clinical interventions to whole structural programmes. Labour’s 
manifesto section on health lacks detail and bite, whilst UKIP is too focused on minor 
concerns and the Conservatives’ bears the hallmark of an incumbent player. 
Conclusively, the Greens and Liberal Democrats manifesto offerings in healthcare most 
enable a person and community to flourish, though they are significantly divided by a 
fundamental point on the structure of the NHS – a decisive point for voters.  
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Housing 

 
Ian Cole, Sheffield Hallam University 
 
Conservative   1 Greens     4 Labour     3 Lib Dems       3 UKIP          2 
 
It is widely recognised that the aim of housing policy should be to provide a decent 
quality home at a price that can be afforded with sufficient choice over property size 
and tenure to meet the increasing diversity of household circumstances.  These 
challenges have sometimes been condensed into the 3 As - of adequacy, access and 
affordability.  One might wish to add 'security' to this list.  Housing policy also needs to 
respond to the growing local sub-regional and regional disparities that are intensifying 
in the housing market.  Much of the challenge for policy revolves around the widespread 
accceptance that housing supply has not kept pace with growing demand, especially in 
the past ten years, given growing net migration and changing patterns of household 
formation.  The suggested ways of tackling the housing shortage naturally vary 
according to political outlook.  Advocates of the free market approach suggest that the 
removal of planning restrictions will encourage private developers to build more 
properties than before.  Critics of this approach argue that it would intensify spatial 
inequalities and that housing supply has only been radically increased in previous 
decades where there has been a significant investment in new social housing as well, 
financed through borrowing.  
  
In terms of the parameters shaping the achievement of good social outcomes in housing, 
the issue of resources requires sufficient investment to be made in new building and in 
the renovation of existing dwellings to ensure decent housing through the generations, 
not just a 'quick fix' of speculative building in response to a specific short-term policy 
incentive.  The aim of a balanced housing market will provide more opportunities for 
households to move in accordance with their needs (family links, employment, changes 
in household size, life stage) and not to be forced out of unaffordable localities so they 
are displaced and lose out in terms of maintaining close social networks and access to 
key services such as schools.  The barriers to balanced housing markets include high 
costs, poor standards of design, construction, management and maintenance, and a 
discrepancy locally between options to rent or to own.  The enablers should be to 
provide sufficient security and stability so the home can be an anchor to an active and 
fulfilling social, personal and working life.  'The home should be the base for your 
adventures, not an adventure in itself.' (Aneurin Bevan, 1952) 
  
The way to achieve more equitable housing outcomes is through public stimulus to 
supply, especially in areas where households face the most acute affordability problems, 
coupled with a tighter regulatory regime on the growing private rented sector where 
standards of property condition, management and maintenance are variable, and often 
extremely poor for more vulnerable households.  This approach involves redirecting 
public expenditure away from financing housing consumption, through the annual £23 
billion Housing Benefit bill and the Help to Buy initiative, and to redirect it to housing 
production, to bring down costs at source.  It may also require controls over private 
developers, where profitability levels have been increasing far faster than output since 
2010. The challenge then becomes how to achieve increased building while ensuring 
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both new and existing properties achieve higher standards of space, warmth, insulation 
and energy efficiency, using sustainable materials wherever possible. 
 
One of the major challenges for any housing programme is how to match a relatively 
inflexible form of supply - a built dwelling - to often quite rapidly changing trends in 
household circumstances, resources and preferences.  The major party manifestos all 
fail to respond adequately to this diversity.  The main parties, especially the 
Conservatives, are mesmerised by the fate of the thwarted first time buyer. 
   
The Conservatives bring forth a raft of proposed measures - a Help to Buy programme, a 
starter homes programme, a rent to buy programme, a new Help to Buy ISA and above 
all the extension of the Right to Buy to 1.3 million housing association tenants.  This is 
an obvious attempt to recreate the political dividend of the original Right to Buy offer to 
council tenants.  But housing circumstances have changed in the past thirty five years 
and the impact of the policy may be much less marked in the housing association sector.  
Housing associations are legally constituted - as Community Benefit Organisations - in a 
different way to local authorities.  Entry into home ownership - even nurtured by large 
discounts - is seen as a more hazardous option than it was, and those long-standing 
housing association tenants who stand to gain most are less likely to be in work and 
have more diverse demographic attributes (and, perhaps, voting preferences) than the 
council tenants of the 1980s. 
 
Overall, the above measures are likely to do little to increase overall housing supply.   
Speculative developers may not necessarily build more, but simply swap unsubsidised 
housing schemes for subsidised schemes.  Private developers, concerned solely with 
making the first sale, will often play safe in terms of the envisaged purchaser - hence the 
preference to build for the first time buyer or those who are trading up.  More diverse 
needs may be neglected.  This may include single people of all ages, those on low 
incomes who can barely afford to rent, let alone buy, and marginal and vulnerable 
groups who have been hit by welfare reform measures affecting their access to, and the 
level of, their benefits.   
 
There is no mention in any of the manifestos of the main parties about the specific 
challenges facing members of black and minority ethnic communities in local housing 
markets, nor those who face discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation.  The 
Green Party's manifesto, however, does devote a specific chapter to Equalities and this 
contains reference to some housing proposals.  
 
It is especially notable that so little is said about the need for a regionally differentiated 
housing programme, given the diversity of housing market issues.  In the London areas, 
spiralling housing costs in all sectors overshadow all other concerns, as well as some of 
the consequences for the use of temporary accommodation, and levels of statutory and 
hidden homelessness.  These affordability pressures for poorer households have been 
intensified as a result of the various welfare reform measures introduced since 2010.  
However, in other parts of the country, more pressing issues concern the poor standard 
of private rented properties at the lower end of the market, the need to revive local 
regeneration programmes abandoned since 2010.  These issues are generally 
overlooked in the manifestos. 
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Compared to the Conservative offer, the LabourParty has a more balanced programme 
of new build between renting and buying, though they also advocate a Future Homes 
Fund to help young people and families.  The Labour Party, UKIP and Greens are all 
committed to abolishing the Bedroom Tax, widely seen as inequitable.  However the 
need to respond to the reductions in Housing Benefit in the private rented sector, which 
amount to six times the reductions caused by the Bedroom Tax, only occasion comment 
comes from the Greens. 
   
One under-used resource in the housing system is homes of more affluent older owner-
occupiers, under-occupying to a far greater extent than those council tenants who were 
the focus of the Bedroom Tax.  There is silence on how some of these assets might be 
unlocked through imaginative equity release schemes, for other generations and 
household types.  However, Liberal Democrats, Greens and UKIP all mention restoring 
empty dwelling to occupancy as a priority.  
 
The rise of 'generation rent', whereby the proportion of households aged between 25 to 
34 in the private rented sector has risen from 21 per cent to 48 per cent in the ten years 
from 2003/4, is noted by all parties.  Conservatives reject more regulation, while 
'encouraging' landlords to offer longer term tenancies.  Labour proposes to make three 
year tenancies the norm, place a ceiling on rent rises banning agents from charging fees 
to tenants and introducing a 'national register' of landlords.   
 
Other issues that could affect the functioning and affordability of the housing market do 
not make it on to the parties' manifestos including land taxation - suggested by the 
Liberal Democrats in 2013, but now dropped.  
 
The most far-sighted and radical proposals for housing are advocated by the Greens in 
addressing what many analysts identify as some of the long standing structural 
peculiarities of the British housing market - over-emphasis on owner-occupation, 
serious lack of investment in social housing, an inefficient, expensive and ill targeted 
housing benefit regime, and an unduly permissive regime for the private rented sector.  
The proposals include: ending the right-to-buy and replacing it with a right-to-rent 
policy; scrapping mortgage interest relief for buy-to-let mortgage holders; capping rent 
rises at the rate of inflation and establish a Living Rent Commission; building 500,000 
new socially rented homes by 2020; abandoning the classification of intentional 
homelessness by local authorities; ending the use of hostel and B and B provision for 
homeless households; promoting housing co-operatives and self-build schemes; phasing 
out assured tenancies; and applying new standards for accessibility, space and facilities 
insulation and energy efficiency.  
 
At the other end of the spectrum, potentially the most socially divisive policy is the 
proposal by UKIP that a 'test' of local priority for social housing will be made, that will 
depend on a parent or grandparent being born in the area.  They suggest that the right 
to buy and help to buy would be removed from foreign nationals, except those who have 
served in the armed forces.  One might wish to ponder how far that will really get to the 
root of the country's housing crisis. 
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Immigration3 
 
Katie Tonkiss, Aston University 
 
Conservative   1 Greens         4 Labour     2 Lib Dems    3 UKIP         1 
 
There are three interconnected social outcomes. The first is achieving equality of entry, 
permitting immigration on an equal basis regardless of socio-economic status. This 
would support human flourishing internationally, as favouring immigration of only the 
wealthiest risks deepening international poverty. It also drives undocumented 
immigration of the most desperate, which underpins enduring labour exploitation and 
social exclusion (Goldring and Landolt 2011). The second outcome is reducing the 
‘precariousness’ of immigrants living in the UK (Anderson 2010) by ending this 
exploitation as well as the constant threat of destitution, detention and deportation 
(Allsop et al. 2014), and by ensuring that migrants have access to adequate social 
security. The final outcome is for migrants to be respected as members of society and 
not just as commodities of the international labour market, allowing them to flourish as 
co-members of society and through rich social and family ties (Sigona 2012; Tonkiss 
2013). 
 
To achieve these outcomes, the next government will need to overhaul immigration 
policy to ensure equality of entry, to reduce the precariousness that migrants 
experience once they have arrived, and to support migrants to flourish in the 
communities in which they live. The key barrier that they will face in achieving this is 
the widespread hostility towards migrants currently experienced in the UK. While the 
next government will face challenges in the provision of public services, migration itself 
brings net benefit to the welfare state (Vargas-Silva 2015) and therefore welfare state 
concerns should not act as a barrier to these outcomes. 
 
It is UKIP whose proposals will have the worst outcomes for migrants. UKIP intends to 
stop all unskilled migration for five years, including from within the EU. While UKIP 
claims that this will help unemployed British people find work and will increase wages, 
in reality migrants are filling gaps in labour markets and as such banning unskilled 
migration will have detrimental effects on local economies, with resulting social costs. 
This policy also risks deepening international inequalities by prioritising only highly 
skilled (and therefore likely wealthy) migrants through a points-based system, and 
leaving existing migrants vulnerable to exploitation as a result of the threat of detention 
and deportation. UKIP will also prevent migrants from accessing social security 
benefits, including non-urgent healthcare, until they have worked in the UK for five 
years. This will compromise the ability of migrants earning less than the living wage to 
support themselves and their families and to maintain adequate physical and mental 
health. It will also leave them at risk of destitution and homelessness. 
 

                                                           
3
 We commissioned two chapters on the issue of migration, since we expected it to be a major issue of debate 

in the 2015 General Election.  This chapter looks at immigration from the point of view of the individual.  The 
next chapter looks at the wider security and community aspect of migration.  Entirely independently, both the 
authors came up with identical scores confirmed by their separate peer-reviewers. 
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The Conservative Party manifesto offers a similarly tough stance on migrants’ access to 
social welfare. Under the proposals, migrants will not be able to claim tax credits or 
child benefit, or live in a council house, until they have worked in the UK for four years. 
They will also only have six months in which to find another job should they become 
unemployed before they are deported, and these proposals will apply to both EU and 
non-EU migrants. These policies again undermine the ability of migrants who are 
making significant contributions to the UK economy to support themselves and their 
families, to find affordable housing, and to live without the threat of deportation and 
destitution. Like UKIP, the Conservative Party wants to drastically cut low skilled 
migration and this will bring the same problems as noted above. Their plans to ‘deport 
first, appeal later’ regardless of family situation also mean that the threat of deportation 
could extend to those who have lived in the UK for decades. However, the Conservatives 
do offer commitments to tackling the exploitation of migrant workers, which is to be 
welcomed. 
 
The Labour Party similarly plans to introduce rules to prevent the exploitation of 
migrant workers, and also introduce commitments to end the indefinite detention of 
immigrants and asylum seekers together with a liberal approach to accepting refugees. 
These proposals have the potential for positive impact on migration-related poverty, 
allowing migrants to find stable lives in UK communities rather than being held in 
detention centres or trapped in refugee camps. However, Labour also emphasises high 
skilled migration over low skilled migration, again meaning that it will be 
predominantly wealthier people who benefit from migration, and propose that migrants 
will not be able to claim benefits for two years, which will have severe implications for 
those in low paid employment. 
 
The Liberal Democrats’ plans focus less on access to welfare, although there are plans 
contained in their manifesto to make access to Job Seekers’ Allowance dependent on the 
ability to speak English. Similarly to Labour and the Conservatives, the Liberal 
Democrats intend to work to prevent labour market exploitation, but they are also keen 
to see asylum seekers able to find employment should their asylum applications be 
taking too long. Alongside this proposal, their plan to abolish the Azure card which 
prevents asylum seekers from receiving cash and a result limits their freedom to choose 
how to live their lives, is to be welcomed. The Liberal Democrats will also work with 
European countries to address migration in the Mediterranean, which is critical from 
the perspective of international flourishing when considering recent high profile 
migration-related tragedies in this region. 
 
The Green Party offers the most positive proposals for immigration. They intend to 
pursue a liberal immigration policy which embraces family migration in addition to 
working age migration, and includes the migration of adult dependents which will 
enable migrants to build rich social and family lives. The Green Party also emphasises 
equality of entry for migrants regardless of their economic value or personal wealth, 
which will also reduce international poverty. The Greens are committed to ending 
immigrant detention, and will also offer an amnesty to undocumented migrants in order 
to avoid destitution. This is likely to reduce the precariousness that migrants 
experience. Furthermore, the Greens will go further to tackle migrant exploitation than 
other parties, proposing to ratify the International Labour Organisation’s Domestic 
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Workers’ Convention which will address the exploitation of vulnerable domestic 
migrant workers in the UK. 
 
In summary, the Green Party offers the best chance of reducing migration-related 
poverty, while the Liberal Democrats also offer many positive policy commitments. 
Labour’s approach is less likely to improve the lives of migrants in the UK, while the 
proposals of the Conservatives and UKIP are likely to exacerbate migration-related 
poverty.  
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Migration and Security 
 
Feargal Cochrane, University of Kent 
 
Conservative   1 Greens        4 Labour        2 Lib Dems     3 UKIP         1 
 
There are multiple perceptions and understandings of migration and security. Some of 
them are rooted in evidence and experience, while others are driven by fear and 
misperception. Regardless of which party or coalition forms the next government, the 
election will have been valuable if it promotes a serious debate about migration and 
security in the UK context.  
At present, migration tends to be conflated with immigration: as an election issue it is 
those coming into the UK rather than those who leave that provide the focus of 
attention. To deal with this issue effectively, policymakers must address its connection 
to wider economic and social policy, and also look at ways in which inward immigration 
can contribute to security over the long run. Internationally, the UK must also take 
action to reduce the likelihood of extremism and violence by targeting pernicious forms 
of political and economic inequality that often manifest themselves in these ways.4 To 
be truly sustainable, security in the context of migration needs to address the 
underlying causes of instability and see security as a collective and ongoing endeavour. 
In this regard, a narrow focus on physical and territorial aspects of security, as 
represented by border control agencies, surveillance and response to threat, is often 
unhelpful. 
Together we need to move away from the idea that migration is a matter of control, 
borders costs, and impact on national identity, and toward a more realistic 
understanding of the way in which social, economic and political goals can be achieved. 
Unfortunately, media representation of this issue and political pressure to reduce the 
deficit, have reduced the amount of space that is needed to engage with security and 
immigration in a productive way.  
A major challenge for the next government will be to reframe the debate on migration 
and security, moving it away from a populist agenda driven by fear and xenophobia. 
Currently, the main parties have pledged to control the numbers of migrants coming 
into the UK and to establish new mechanisms of border control that will ensure that 
visitors to the UK are closely monitored. Often, immigration will be explicitly linked to 
schemes that promote de-radicalisation.  
 
Starting first with the major parties, Labour provides a mixed message to potential 
immigrants, claiming they are valued on the one hand but combining this with a raft of 
new restrictions. For example, they write that ‘Britain has seen historically high levels of 
immigration in recent years, including low-skilled migration, which has given rise to 
public anxiety about its effects on wages, on our public services, and on our shared way 
of life... the system needs to be controlled and managed so that it is fair' (p.49). 
Worryingly, the manifesto does not say what it means by low-skilled migration, or state 
what it sees as fair. Indeed, Labour fail even to state what levels of immigration (from 

                                                           
4
 For more information on sustainable security see Oxford Research Group  at 

http://www.oxfordresearchgroup.org.uk/ 
 

http://www.oxfordresearchgroup.org.uk/
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the EU and beyond) they regard as being optimal for Britain. Beyond this, Labour draws 
an explicit connection between immigration, security and control mechanisms, within a 
context of a territorially defined containment strategy. They write that, 'Labour’s plan 
starts with stronger borders. We will recruit an additional 1,000 borders staff… We will 
introduce stronger controls to prevent those who have committed serious crimes 
coming to Britain, and to deport those who commit crimes while they are here’ (p.50).  
The Conservative Party is more strident about immigration in tone but they differ from 
Labour only in scale of what they propose rather than in how migration and security are 
conceived. Together with UKIP they tend to conflate immigration, economic pressure 
(on the NHS and welfare budgets) and EU membership. They write that ‘we will 
negotiate new rules with the EU, so that people will have to be earning here for a 
number of years before they can claim benefits, including the tax credits that top up low 
wages.’ (p.29). The background to all this, is the problematic idea that migration 
functions as a drain on UK economy, something that can be seen when they write ‘we 
have already banned housing benefit for EU jobseekers, and restricted other benefits, 
including Jobseeker's Allowance. We will insist that EU migrants who want to claim tax 
credits and child benefit must live here and contribute to our country for a minimum of 
four years.’ (p.30)  
The Green Party comes closest to tacking the themes of migration from a sustainable 
security point of view. There is an understanding of the links between violent 
extremism and the political structures within which it is created. They also 
acknowledge that strong borders, surveillance and militarisation will not be enough for 
real security over a longer timeframe. Indeed, the Greens draw an explicit connection 
between UK military intervention in Iraq, Afghanistan and Libya ‘and the increased 
terrorist threat closer to home’ (p.70). The framing of migration is much more positive 
than that of the other parties. It is seen as a longstanding and natural fact of life that has 
enriched the UK’s in terms of language, culture and the British way of life over hundreds 
of years. The Greens write that ‘we live in an interconnected world, which brings huge 
benefits as well as drawbacks. Decisions that we make affect people in other countries 
and events in other countries affect us.’ (p68). Here, security is understood correctly as 
a collective endeavour.  
 
The Liberal Democrats are more progressive than the other parties but less forward 
looking than the Greens. They concentrate on fairness and openness rather than safety 
and threat as their key operating principles. Unsurprisingly, their manifesto points out 
the positive side of inward migration for economic growth and the role of immigration 
as a driver of prosperity. They state that, ‘immigration procedures must be robust and 
fair, and the UK must remain open to visitors who boost our economy, and migrant 
workers who play a vital role in business and public services’ (p33). Drawing also upon 
the principle of individual liberty and rights, their approach takes sustainable security 
seriously.  
Finally, UKIP does not look at sustainable security in any serious way. The manifesto 
title, Believe in Britain, is a portent of its content in the context of migration and 
security issues. It focuses heavily on the link between inward migration and security, 
although it frames the problem as being membership of the EU rather than migrants 
themselves. UKIP’s claim to targeting structures rather than immigrants per se, 
provides the core of the manifesto. Ultimately, they argue that security over 
immigration is impossible while the UK continues its membership of the European 
Union (p12). Thus, inward migration and security becomes a driver for withdrawal 
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from EU membership. Beyond this, they connect inward migration to an imminent 
security threat writing that, ‘the sheer weight of numbers, combined with rising birth 
rates (particularly to immigrant mothers) and an ageing population, is pushing public 
services to breaking point. (p11). Immigration is understood to be a threat to jobs, and a 
source of pressure on welfare provision and the NHS, housing affordability and 
availability, the education system and more broadly to the quality of British life.  
In the context of migration and security the UKIP manifesto rejects multiculturalism and 
argues for minority ethnic and religious groups to ‘integrate’ into ‘our majority culture’ 
(p61). This approach fails to offer much succour to migrant fears of cultural 
assimilation, and fails to appreciate that successful social integration requires 
movement from both majority and minority groups.  
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Money and Banking 
 
Johnna Montgomerie and Clea Bourne, Goldsmiths 
 
Conservative  3 Greens      4 Labour        3 Lib Dems      3 UKIP       1 
 
This analysis of finance and banking focuses on three key issues: (1) whether parties 
depart from ‘business as usual’ according to which the financial services sector is 
politically permitted to privatise gains and socialise losses onto tax-payers; (2) whether 
proposals seek to ensure finance and banking operate as a social good and in the public 
interest; and (3) whether proposed tax reforms ensure that the finance and banking 
sector contributes a more equitable share to the British economy.  
 
The Conservative manifesto accepts that the UK economy remains dependent on 
financial services, but has no comprehensive plan to make finance work for the social 
good. Their proposal for a Financial Policy Committee, to monitor growth of 
indebtedness and imbalances in the whole economy, offers a new layer of institutional 
and political oversight. However, the manifesto lacks any statement about this body’s 
mandate or powers. In order to promote financial inclusion they plan to continue 
support for Funding for Lending until next year, support of a cap on the high-cost credit 
(payday loans), and support the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) to protect 
consumers. There will be continued support for the British Business Bank and Help-to-
Grow plan. This will promote greater competition and ideally lead to more lending. 
Proposed tax reforms focus on implementing the Bank Levy – an annual tax on the value 
of all the debts in UK banks – which is to be raised from 0.156% to 0.21%, and reforms 
that will prevent banks from offsetting tax on current profits against past losses. 
Proposals to increase tax charges on non-domiciled individuals, and to curtail tax 
avoidance, will also probably impact on the financial services sector. The manifesto 
makes a firm commitment to sell the government stake in Lloyds and RBS to pay down 
public debt. However, this sale is more likely to be at a discount than at profit, and may 
not be enough to recoup costs to the tax-payer. 
 
The Labour manifesto continues to provide political support for the familiar platform of 
finance-led growth. Their manifesto contains no systematic reform agenda in relation to 
banking. In this regard, it differs from proposals made for the Energy Sector, Water, 
Public Transport, and even football governance. Instead, their manifesto seeks a greater 
degree of institutional reform, and aims to extend financial services to excluded 
communities and socially disadvantaged groups. The British Investment Bank scheme is 
meant to improve support for credit unions and mutuals, which will function as a 
challenge to high street banks, and will be funded by a new levy on payday lenders. 
Labour’s proposed tax reforms focus on the implementation of a Mansion tax with funds 
being earmarked to help the NHS. They also intend to reinstate the 50 pence tax rate for 
high earners, and plan to reduce tax avoidance by refining HMRC processes and ending 
non-domicile status. Like the Conservatives, they too are committed to selling the 
government stake in Lloyds and RBS to help reduce public debt. 
 
The Liberal Democrats manifesto claims the party has already carried out radical 
reform of the banking sector as part of the Coalition. The main reforms they propose in 
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the future are based on facilitating new entrants to finance and banking, including 
through a public procurement policy. The Liberal Democrats seek to encourage the 
growth of crowd-funding and alternative finance models, and want Local Authorities to 
use these alternative financial sources to access credit. They also aim to expand the 
British Business Bank’s role in tackling the shortage of equity capital for growing firms, 
to ensuring access to finance for all, to tackle discrimination in the provision of financial 
services, and to supporting products that increase financial inclusion. However, these 
commitments are not developed in any detail. Tax reform is based largely around 
continued implementation of the Banking Levy and the introduction of a time-limited 
supplementary Corporation Tax charge on the banking sector – so that it makes a fair 
contribution to fiscal consolidation. 
 
The Green Party defends a comprehensive and systemic program of reform for finance 
and banking in the UK. They propose national and democratic oversight of money 
creation, using new controls on lending. The Greens also propose a formal separation of 
retail and investment banking, and plan to abolish the special legal status of the City of 
London Corporation. Proposals to promote financial inclusion focus on transforming 
Royal Bank of Scotland into People’s Bank, with £2 billion invested in creating a 
network of community banks that will offer basic banking services to everyone – and 
direct funds toward small and medium-size enterprises. They will also introduce new 
controls on payday lending to curb dependence on it.  
 
Beyond this, the Greens propose to cancel student debt held in the Student Loan 
Company, and end current University Fee-Loan regime, policies that aim to redress the 
unequal terms of credit that young people are required to access in order to attend 
University. Tax reform proposals explicitly seek to shift the tax-burden onto finance and 
banking: they propose a Financial Transaction Tax (Robin Hood tax) of 0.1% on bonds 
and equity and 0.01% on derivatives. They also plan to end tax-relief on interest 
payments for buy-to-let mortgage. Finally, they aim to expand the Green Investment 
Bank and to re-direct Quantitative Easing into green investment, which could help to 
address some of the indirect costs of the financial crisis. 
 
The UKIP manifesto offers strong political support for finance-led growth. Indeed, 
finance reform is conspicuously missing from a long and comprehensive list of changes 
that they want to enact (include reform of the EU, Immigration, Health and Social Care, 
Westminster politics, and the entire public service sector). They make no mention of 
removing subsidisation of the financial service sector, by tax-payers, or of improving the 
national oversight of money creation by banks. Other key issues, like access to credit 
and the problem of debt are never mentioned. In fact, UKIP only includes one proposal 
to address credit flows to small business, which is to ask tax-payers to accept a portion 
of the risk of lending to these entities. 
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Social Security 
 
Lee Gregory, University of Birmingham 
 
Conservative  2 Greens     3 Labour      3 Lib Dems      3 UKIP      2 
 
Social security is an essential welfare service which provides protection against a range 
of collective risks which span the life course, operating alongside other welfare services. 
It secures the basic essential resources to facilitate inclusion in society and individual 
(and societal) flourishing. Whilst relief of poverty is the main objective of social security 
provision, it is by no means the only one (Spicker, 2007). To establish a secure income 
across the lifecycle, social security must provide, at the very least, the minimum 
required income to not only survive but fully participate in cultural and social life of 
society. Where appropriate the system should provide compensation to address 
inequalities, particular circumstances such as sickness and disability and redistribute 
resources (vertically across the lifecycle and horizontally from rich to poor) on an 
equitable basis. Social security is a resource which enables the large majority of the 
population to maintain their inclusion in society therefore seeking to prevent poverty, 
from pension provision to child benefit and tax credits: the vast majority rely on some 
form of support. However the financial crisis has renewed efforts to curtail and alter the 
social security system to reduce the level of support and the intended targets of support. 
Public attitudes towards the benefits have hardened since the 1980s, but the recent 
British Attitudes Survey indicates a growth in sympathy towards claimants (BBC, 2013). 
However, this is within a context of negative media portrayals of welfare claimants and 
an increase in “poverty porn” programmes, which combine to create particular barriers 
for achieving the broad objectives of this provision post-2015.  
 
Each party shares a number of policy suggestions with others, while also having their 
own distinct and divergent proposals. Consequently the difference in terms of impact 
between the parties may by marginal on paper, but significant in their impact.  
 
The recent JRF Monitoring Poverty and Social Exclusion report (MacInnes et al, 2014) 
indicates that 13m people are in poverty. Of this group half are in a working family, a 
fifth are working age adults without children (this is at its highest level), but pensioner 
poverty has remained at an all-time low. Additionally the report indicated that the 
number of private renters in poverty has doubled (from 2.1m to 4.1m) and while 
unemployment fell by 300,000 from mid-2013 to mid-2014, 1.4m people in part-time 
work cannot find full-time work. In terms of the aims of social security there is a mixed 
picture. In relation to relieving poverty through this system, this is clearly achieved for 
some (such as pensioners) but not others (working, childless adults). Additionally 
questions can be raised in relation to other goals such as prevention of poverty: the 
Feeding Britain report links delays in social security payments and benefit sanctions to 
increasing food bank use in Britain. The main reform over the last five years has been 
Universal Credit (UC) which Hirsch and Hartfree (2013) claim will provide some with 
additional disposable income compared to the previous system if claimants are working 
a few hours a week; but, if working full time, the cuts in support provided, triggered by 
additional hours in work, will leave the majority not only with reduced disposable 
income but below the minimum income standard established by the JRF – which is set 
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at: a lone parent with one child requires £27,000; a couple with two children need to 
earn £20,200 each; and single, working age people must earn £16,200. The challenge 
facing the political parties in the lead up to the election, therefore, is to produce 
manifestos which address the “overlooked” poor who have not been the main focus of 
social security reform but also realising that in-work poverty remains a key factor in 
contemporary UK. This, of course, is set within a wider discourse of austerity and cuts to 
the public sector, which are particularly targeted at “welfare” expenditure. 
 
We explore below the manifestos in a series of themes. 
 
Approach to social security and implications 
 
Conservatives: Continuing with the development of Universal Credit as this retains a 
focus on work and individual behaviour relating to their particular discourse in relation 
to this policy area. An important issue to consider is not attached to the social security 
system, the proposal for an increase in personal allowances to £12,500 by 2020 
indicating that whilst social security will potentially be used to relieve poverty, the tax 
system will be altered to try and prevent it. Thus the most significant reductions in 
social security are: reducing the benefit cap to £23,000; not increasing benefits for two 
years and withdrawing Job Seekers’ Allowance from all young people after 6 months of 
unemployment unless involved in a community project; and no housing benefit for 18-
21 year olds. Increasing personal allowances will lift many out of tax liability (especially 
those working 30 hours a week on a minimum wage), thus social security will be largely 
for those not working. 
 
Labour: There is less of a vision here and more of a focus on cutting the costs of social 
security. Proposals include restoring contribution but use the term social security 
rather than welfare (the latter comes attached with a particular image of fraudulent 
claims by the ill-behaved citizens the “shirkers” rather than “strivers”). They propose to 
abolish the “bedroom tax”; an increase in the length and weekly allowance for paternity 
leave, to introduce a higher rate of JSA to those who have a history of contributions into 
the system and retaining the benefits cap but will review the possibility of further 
reducing this in future. The focus here is on supporting the vulnerable and promoting 
activation/obligation by others, especially the young – see below. Overall the aim seems 
to be to create a welfare system which relieves poverty leaving the prevention of 
poverty to other policy approaches in relation to employment, minimum wage, 
rent/utility prices and the wider cost of living. 
 
Liberal Democrats: Retain a commitment to UC but with modifications, in particular by 
paying housing benefit direct to Landlords, resulting in significant divergence from the 
current plan. As with Labour they will retain the benefits cap. Nor will they abolish the 
“bedroom tax” but modify it – no benefit reduction until after suitable alternative 
accommodation has been offered. Benefits up-rating will be capped at 1% for two years 
(with some exceptions). The Work Programme will be maintained and reformed. As 
with the Conservatives there is an impression that social security will be a safety net to 
relieve poverty whilst the main prevention approach will rely on increasing personal 
allowance prior to taxation. 
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UKIP: No clear vision but a number of changes proposed: housing benefit paid to 
landlords but also paid to young people, no indication of cuts or indexing of benefits and 
an increase in carers’ allowance. They will also fund advisors to work through food 
banks to provide a range of support to food bank users. Primarily position social 
security as a safety net for the relief of poverty, although use the term “welfare” rather 
than social security. 
 
Greens: There is a broader vision provided here which is very different from the other 
parties. They seek to radically reform the system to emphasise opportunity rather than 
dependency in their terms. As such the aims of their system are not the relief of poverty 
but its prevention through social protection. Their main proposal is the Basic Income 
which would ensure all citizens receive a non-means-tested, non-contributory income 
which can be built upon through paid work, etc. Thus everyone would have an income 
which protected them from changing circumstances to ensure that they did not fall into 
poverty. This would however be introduced in the second Parliament, the first would 
investigate the possibility of achieving this change. Consequently the first Parliament is 
focused on removing “workfare” and halting UC so it could be reviewed. The challenges 
and potential implications of introducing a Basic Income, however, are not addressed. 
 
Fairness 
 
Conservative: Essentially rewarding those who work hard and earn their income and 
removing the “something for nothing” which the social security system is seen to have 
perpetuated: it is unfair for people to receive support when they have not/will not 
work.  
 
Labour: Similar to the Conservatives, they seek to “reward work and restore 
contribution” reflecting the notion of entitlement, especially to higher levels of benefit, 
is attached to contributions through employment. 
 
Liberal Democrats: Somewhere between the Labour and Conservative approach seeking 
to ensure that entitlement is protected through support in the return to work and 
reform to sanctions system and ensure that everyone from across the income scale is 
making a fair contribution relative to their income.  
 
UKIP: Very much focused on perceived exploitation by migrants creating an unfair 
system in which British people are disadvantaged – support to be provided for those 
fallen on hard times but only where there have been contributions to the system. 
 
Greens: The focus on a Basic Income indicates that all citizens, due to their status as 
such, should have a minimum level of income suitable for survival provided as a right. 
This is available to everyone equally. Additionally no conditions should be placed upon 
receipt of current benefits potentially reflecting this broader view of citizen entitlement. 
 
Specific groups 
 
Pensioners:  Labour and Conservative parties maintain a commitment to the triple lock 
on pensions but Labour will remove the Winter Fuel Payment from the richest 5%, 
whilst both will protect the value of this benefit, as well as free TV licences for the over 
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75s and free bus passes. The Liberal Democrats seek to remove these for all households 
in the 40% tax rate. Additionally the Greens will introduce a citizen’s pension. 
 
Children: Liberal Democrats child benefit increases; UKIP will restrict this benefit to 
two children and children resident in the UK; the Greens will increase this benefit but 
scrap Tax Credits linked to the introduction of free universal childcare. Labour will also 
seek to cap increases in child benefit for two years. Commitment to tackling child 
poverty is quite mute (a word search, for example, shows the term appears twice in the 
Conservative manifesto, once in the Labour manifesto and not at all in the Liberal 
Democrats). The proposed changes are likely to generate an increase in child poverty 
post-2015. 
 
Young People: Labour guarantee a paid job will be offered to all young people after a 
year of unemployment (two years for the over 25s) but the changes to JSA are likely to 
create a two-tier system disadvantaging young people who have yet to develop 
sufficient employment history. 
 
Migrants: The Conservatives and UKIP seek change fundamentally entitlement for this 
group by proposing to restrict benefits to migrants through renegotiation with the EU. 
Labour is seeking to alter benefits to this group as well although is not very clear on 
how. All three parties here and the Liberal Democrats will end child benefit to non-
resident children. Essentially the direction of change here is for a longer contribution 
period for migrants before receipt of benefit which reflects the notions of fairness 
outlined above and efforts to refocus the social security system to a contributions-based 
safety net. 
 
Conclusions  
 
As might be expected the focus on fiscal restraint to reduce the deficit has 
overshadowed many of the proposals put forward to the electorate, leading the parties 
to tinker with the existing system to various degrees. It seems that all parties, except the 
Greens, who are the least likely to be in power, will seek to tweak the existing system to 
ensure that there is a specified level of income under which no one should fall (as 
determined by the cap) to relieve poverty. Social Security post-2015 will be less about 
prevention of poverty and more about providing a residual system which focuses on 
providing the minimum for survival, limiting increases in support and/or pursuing 
decreasing levels of support. Pensioners continue to benefit from the reforms but young 
people, who will lack employment-based contributions to the system, will potentially be 
the biggest losers. Migrants will also lose out while longer-term implications for child 
poverty are not looking good. A continued focus on contributions and obligations has 
eroded the ideas of poverty prevention and social protection upon which social security 
could be reformed and focused exclusively upon providing the barest minimum safety 
net reliant upon a contributions record. 
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Sustainability and the Environment 
 
Adrian Martin, University of East Anglia 
 
Conservative  2 Greens       4 Labour       2 Lib Dems     3 UKIP      1 
 
Environmental policy influences our ability to flourish in important ways. For example, 
improved access to open spaces contributes directly to physical and psychological 
wellbeing. There are also less obvious connections: the way in which the British 
government responds to the problem of anthropogenic climate change will have a 
serious impact on the well-being of nationals and non-nationals alike, due to the 
plethora of problems that rising global temperatures bring with them. Ultimately, access 
to environmental goods, such as open spaces, clean air and clean water, is determined 
both by their availability and also by existing social institutions and policies.  
 
Politics typically involve complex trade-offs between the wellbeing of individuals and 
groups in one part of the world, such as the United Kingdom, and those living in other 
places. Another important trade-off is between those who are alive now and those who 
will exist in the future. The major challenge for policymakers is to deliver 
environmental justice in both contexts. For example, a policy that reduces fuel bills in 
the UK might lift people out of poverty here, but if it does this by encouraging greater 
fossil fuel use it will certainly exacerbate conditions leading to poverty in some of the 
poorest parts of the world (IPCC 2014). Similarly, policies that promote cheaper food 
production might yield short-term benefits for the poorest people while contributing to 
food security crises in the future (Beddington et al. 2012). 
 
Most of the manifestos cover several areas of environmental policy. These include 
energy, transport, housing, farming, access to green spaces, and climate change. In 
terms of how they promote environmental justice and poverty alleviation, the main 
differences arise from the degree to which parties seek to address trade-offs: between 
concern for current British people, on the one hand, and concern for the global poor and 
for future people, on the other. While some parties only show concern for UK citizens, 
others recognize a more far-reaching set of responsibilities. Questions about justice and 
fairness are especially pertinent in this context because of the long-term global nature 
of challenges such as climate change, biodiversity loss, and resource management.  
 
Given the political pressure that parties are under, a key challenge is to pay adequate 
attention to the world’s poorest people and to think in a long-term sustainable ways. 
Furthermore, it is probably fair to say that the more a manifesto engaged with the 
complexity of a given issue, the harder it was to present clear and credible solutions. At 
the same time, this is better than manifestos that simply ignored complexity, and 
arrived at policies that were largely out of touch with reality. 
 
The Green Party manifesto most clearly embraces the ideas of planetary boundaries and 
global responsibilities. It rejects the idea that perpetual economic growth can be 
sustainable, and notes that historically the UK has over-used planetary resources and 
carbon sinks. It demonstrates a cosmopolitan sense of responsibility to the global poor 
and to future people. They also aim to deliver improved wellbeing without economic 
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growth because they believe that: (i) flourishing is served more by equality than by 
growth, and (ii) there are many win-win opportunities – where global environmental 
impact can be reduced while also reducing poverty in the UK. The latter claim is most 
clearly developed in their policies about carbon reduction. In this area, the Greens set 
specific targets and budgets for reducing energy demand (that will help to address fuel 
poverty), plan to increase renewable energy supplies, and aim to prevent new fossil fuel 
exploitation (including fracking). In other policy areas it is less clear how this objective 
can be achieved. The policies they propose to achieve sustainable farming and fisheries 
are statements of intention rather than specific plans. A key aim of the transport policy 
is to ‘reduce the need to travel in the first place’, but the policies discussed don’t appear 
appropriate to this. In summary, the framing of the manifesto is uniquely far-sighted 
from an environmental perspective, but turning this into tightly prescribed policies is a 
big challenge. 
 
The Liberal Democrats manifesto devotes considerable space to environmental policy, 
including an interesting (though not entirely clear) commitment to reducing net 
consumption. Like all the other parties they place less emphasis on global responsibility 
than the Greens, a fact that leads them to tackling resource-related poverty in a different 
way. In particular, fuel poverty is to be addressed in part by controlling domestic fuel 
prices via improved competition between providers. They are also prepared to exploit 
new sources of fossil fuel (such as fracking of shale gas) on the condition that profits are 
reinvested in low-carbon innovation and technology. In general, there is a clear tension 
between wanting to reduce the cost of household energy on the one hand, and wanting 
to pursue efficiency and carbon reduction on the other. Indeed, their energy efficiency 
targets have rather long time-scales, including the commitment to move all low-income 
homes to at least B and C efficiency by 2027. As in other manifestos, farming and food 
security receive surprisingly little attention. The manifesto states their ambition to 
eliminate CAP subsidies for production and exports, and to redirect this budget towards 
environmental sustainability. But there is little additional detail beyond this. There is 
also no attempt to say how planetary challenges related to nitrogen and phosphorous 
cycles are to be addressed. Without attention to such problems, we risk future food 
security problems that will hit the poor earliest and hardest. 
 
The Labour manifesto outlines policies that are intended to flow from commitment to 
fairness in distribution of opportunities, resources and responsibilities. Each manifesto 
ascribes different levels of urgency to particular policies and promises. For Labour, the 
priority is fair treatment for current UK citizens. Less attention is paid to justice on the 
world stage. For example, there are commitments to improve access to household fuel 
and water within the next term of office, especially for low-income families. Fuel prices 
will be frozen, through regulation, and water companies will have a national 
affordability scheme imposed. These policies could have a substantial impact on the 
wellbeing of some people in the short term. But policies that would benefit the global 
poor and future generations, such as reducing use of fossil fuels, are treated as less 
urgent. Such policies are not entirely missing: resolving fuel poverty will not only be 
dealt with by freezing prices, but also through investment in household energy 
efficiency; and there is also a target to de-carbonise electricity by 2030. However, the 
latter aims are not backed up by any timed commitments or activities.  
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The Conservatives emphasise economic growth very strongly, with the target to become 
the ‘the most prosperous major economy in the world by the 2030s’. The manifesto 
seeks to establish policies for achieving growth, distributing it across the UK regions, 
and bringing welfare gains to different age groups. There is emphasis on managing the 
supply side of environmental resources, with energy again featuring prominently. Fuel 
costs will be addressed by new nuclear and gas capacity, and by enhanced competition 
between providers (as opposed to the more regulatory approach taken by Labour). 
There is mention of the Green Investment Bank bringing funds for carbon-capture and 
energy efficiency, but little attention is paid to carbon reduction and climate change 
more widely. In fact, no concrete commitments are made in this area. More positively, 
the manifesto promises improved access to the countryside and ‘pocket parks’, as well 
as clear commitment to preserve existing protected areas. Overall, we might say that the 
Conservatives show some commitment to harness markets to deliver improved access 
to resources, and regulation to achieve access to green spaces. There is comparatively 
little emphasis on helping the poorest households or on responsibility towards the 
global poor. 
 
Of all the manifestos, UKIP do least to try to address the large-scale and long-term 
challenges posed by the environment. Their emphasis is very much on short-term 
benefits for current UK citizens. Indeed, we might even conclude that they show little 
concern for British youth who will have to live with the stronger effects of global 
warming. UKIP wants to protect the British countryside, incentivising new home-
building on brownfield sites, and protecting green spaces. At the same time, they want 
to enhance UK economic competitiveness by lowering environmental standards and 
identifying opportunities for low cost fossil fuel extraction. Crucially, they promise to 
abolish the 2008 Climate Change Act, withdraw government support for wind and solar 
power, and to ‘get fracking’. As part of the withdrawal from the EU they will abandon 
current environmental initiatives. The manifesto offers no alternative policies for 
managing key issues such as nitrate pollution.  
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International Aid 

 
David Hulme, University of Manchester, Iason Gabriel, University of Oxford5 
 
Broadly speaking, two sorts of argument have been put forward in support of measures 
designed to address poverty abroad. The first is that it is ‘in our interest' to do so: these 
policies help make the world a safer place and thus safer for our citizens. Economic 
development also provides greater commercial opportunities for our companies. The 
second is that this is ‘the right thing to do’.  On this view, morality requires us to assist 
those living in absolute poverty and ensure that all human beings have the basic 
necessities of life. A key question is whether, and if so, to what extent, international 
development should be viewed through the prism of its impact on British people. There 
is consensus, among people working in this field, that aid must also be evaluated in 
terms of its impact upon the lives of people toward whom it is directed. 
 
In order to tackle global poverty successfully, we must work out what is needed in order 
for people living in poverty to lead decent lives, establish how these needs can be met 
(both by their own governments and using outside assistance), and decide what a fair 
contribution to this effort by the British government would look like. Recent research 
suggests that additional funds will be needed if the international community is to meet 
the new Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in the field of health, education and 
security (Greenhill et al., 2015). In order to meet these targets, the UK may need to raise 
its contribution well beyond the 0.7 per cent target that OECD countries have already 
committed to. In addition to financial support, the British government must also seek to 
mobilize other donors, promote reform of the trade regime, provide access to new 
technologies, and tackle vested interests in the financial sector that have led to a lax 
regulatory regime (something that enables illicit financial flows out of developing 
countries). Taken together, there is widespread recognition that development policy 
should address poverty in a sustainable way and help people secure their human rights. 
 
In their manifestos, all the political parties recognize the need for the British 
government to support activities that help people living in extreme poverty overseas. 
However, their views on international development diverge widely.  
 
At one end of the spectrum is UKIP who endorse a minimalist conception of 
international development, sticking to the mantra that ‘charity begins at home’. They 
would close the Department for International Development (DfID), cut the existing 
development budget significantly from 0.7% of GNI to 0.2%, and spend money only on 
‘clean water and sanitation, vaccinations and disaster relief’. UKIP also promises to give 
the world’s poorest people ‘free access to the British market’. Unfortunately, their 
agricultural policy takes no account of Britain opening up its agriculture to imports 
from developing countries. 
 

                                                           
5
 These two international chapters do not have a score given to them since they are different in nature to our 

exercise of looking at policies’ impact on UK poverty and the flourishing of British society.  Instead, they 
provide context to see how UK policies affect poverty beyond our borders. 
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At the other end of the spectrum is the Green party who proposes a very ambitious set 
of policies. They propose to raise Britain’s global contribution to 1% of GNI, to focus on 
the link between human rights and development, to tackle inequality and to promote 
greater inclusion (both at home and abroad). With regard to climate change the Greens 
want to go beyond the 2008 Climate Change Act and create ‘a fair global deal that 
secures humanity’s shared future’. Their position is well researched, builds upon 
existing evidence, and includes a full budget. Yet questions remain about whether the 
party’s relatively negative view of the private sector would undermine its revenue 
forecasts.  
 
Between these two poles lie the Conservative Party, Labour Party, and Liberal 
Democrats.  Each party has relatively progressive proposals when compared to other 
EU countries, but they focus on extreme poverty reduction, and on UK security and 
prosperity, as the main goals of international development. Each party agrees that the 
aid budget should remain at 0.7% of GNI, that the new international Sustainable 
Development Goals should guide policy, that climate change must be restricted to a 
maximum rise of two degrees, and that low-skill immigration should be discouraged. 
 
Nonetheless, there are some clear differences. Whereas both Labour and the Liberal 
Democrats identify human rights as guiding principles, and focus on the whole of 
government in support of these aims, this is not the case for the Conservatives. Beyond 
this, the Conservative Party makes no mention of reducing international inequality. 
Rather, they see aid as a way of promoting British interests, by liberalizing trade rules 
and opening foreign markets, and of promoting values such as democracy, free media, 
property rights, open institutions, family planning and gender equality overseas. 
 
There are also differences between Labour and the Liberal Democrats. Labour gives 
special attention to social inclusion, proposing to establish an International LGBT Rights 
Envoy and a Centre for Universal Health Coverage, although these points are only 
flagged briefly. In contrast, the Liberal Democrats and Green manifestos are more 
sensitive to the problem of paternalism, placing a strong emphasis on empowering 
people in developing countries and allowing them to decide how they want to pursue 
these important aims. 
 
Overall, the Green Party manifesto is the most forward-thinking, as it sets aside more 
resources for international development, proposes more ambitious plans for de-
carbonization, and presents a joined-up approach to strategy. They see aid as an 
expression of solidarity toward justice and greater global equality. In contrast to this, 
UKIP’s ferocious cutback in funding would, in all likelihood, be very damaging for the 
world’s poorest people – particularly given that the trade reform they mention is not 
properly spelled out. The Conservative, Labour and Liberal Democrats all defend similar 
policies. Taken together, they may fail to fully meet the important goals for combatting 
poverty. 
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Beyond Aid 

 
Jason Hickel, LSE 
 
Political rhetoric often reduces international development to the question of foreign aid. 
Yet in reality the prospect of development in poor countries depends on much more 
than the amount of aid they receive. For example, a growing body of scholarship shows 
that aid does little good in contexts where domestic institutions are poor. This literature 
calls for interventions that promote democracy, the rule of law, civil society, media 
freedom, and rights for women and minorities. A second body of scholarship points out 
that meaningful development requires changing the aspects of the global economic 
order that produce poverty in the first place, such as foreign debt regimens that siphon 
resources away from public services; illicit financial flows that drain poor countries of 
tax revenue; land grabs and other forms of resource theft that displace communities and 
deplete natural value; processes of financial speculation that drive up food prices; and 
climate change patterns that cause droughts, flooding, and fires. Finally, scholars argue 
that development requires fairer international institutions: the World Bank, the IMF, 
and the WTO need to be democratised so that poor countries have a say in the 
formulation of global economic policy; multinational companies need to be held to 
robust labour and environmental standards; and trade rules must be rebalanced to 
allow poor countries to make use of tariffs and subsidies where necessary. These 
interventions are essential to ensuring that poor countries have the resources and 
political latitude they need to reduce poverty, fulfil rights, and promote the flourishing 
of their own citizens. Of course, implementing such policies will require confronting 
certain domestic interests. For example: debt cancellation would mean challenging 
private creditors; clamping down on tax evasion would mean challenging the City of 
London; and so on. Such trade-offs need to be openly debated. 
 
All of the political parties recognise that development must go beyond aid, although 
they differ in their analysis of what this should entail. Both the Conservative Party and 
the Liberal Democrats focus on changing practices and institutional arrangements 
within other countries. The Conservatives believe that the development agenda should 
promote democracy, property rights, free media, open institutions, family planning, and 
gender equality, with a special focus on ending early/forced marriage, female 
circumcision, and violence against women and girls. The Liberal Democrats echo the call 
for democracy, free media, gender equality, and the end of forced marriage and female 
circumcision, and add to this agenda a promise to advance human rights, free speech, 
and open Internet around the world – what they see as part of a “whole-government 
approach to development.” The Liberal Democrats also seek the decriminalization of 
homosexuality, and are explicit that development gains should benefit all people 
regardless of ethnicity, gender, age, disability, belief, and sexual orientation. 
 
The Green Party manifesto focuses much more on redressing the inequities that 
characterise the global economic order. The party expresses a strong commitment to 
debt cancellation/reduction in order to allow poor countries to fund public services; it 
wants to reform the United Nations to make it more democratic; it wants to enhance 
poor countries’ policy space so that they can determine their own economic fates; it 
wants to end tax evasion, tax avoidance, and transfer mispricing; it promises to 
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withdraw British support for the New Alliance for Food Security and Nutrition, which it 
sees as promoting Western land grabs and food monopolies in the global South; and it 
wants to protect the rights of indigenous people to their land. On the issue of trade, the 
Green Party rejects the idea that multinational corporations should be able to sue 
sovereign states for regulations that compromise their expected future profits; they 
express a commitment to “fair trade” over “free trade”; and they argue that trade should 
be rebalanced in favour of poor countries and should respect ecological limits. Given 
this stance, they promise to reject TTIP1. The Greens also have a strong focus on labour 
issues: they want to investigate the possibility of a global minimum wage; they promise 
to ratify and uphold ILO conventions on labour standards; and they will ensure that 
British companies operating in the global south observe higher standards on labour and 
the environment. 
 
Some of these policies are echoed by the other parties. The Labour Party and the Liberal 
Democrats both promise to clamp down on tax evasion through country-by-country 
reporting. The Liberal Democrats go further and suggest they will tackle tax havens, and 
promise to push multinational corporations to pay fair taxes in developing countries. On 
the matter of work, Labour is the only party besides the Greens that call for fair 
treatment of workers throughout the British supply chain. Labour also – uniquely – 
promises to advocate for free health care in developing countries. Neither Labour nor 
the Liberal Democrats include fair trade in the mix, but UKIP proposes to give the 
world’s poorest countries free access to the British market as a poverty-reduction 
mechanism. It should be noted that this is UKIP’s only development proposal; the party 
is otherwise committed to dramatically reducing Britain’s development agenda by 
closing down DFID and folding its essential functions into the foreign office. 
 
Climate change is recognised as an important development issue by the Green Party, 
Labour, and the Liberal Democrats. All three parties promise to push for a strong 
climate deal in Paris in December 2015 that will keep global warming below the IPCC’s 
2C target, and promise to assist poor countries to adapt to climate change. The Liberal 
Democrats lay out a robust plan to promote low-carbon investments, reduce emissions 
in Europe, develop global reporting for fossil fuel companies on their asset risks, and 
ensure that all trade and investment agreements include sustainability clauses and 
support environmental goals. The Liberal Democrats also promise to halt net global 
deforestation by 2020, clamp down on illegal and unsustainable timber trade (and 
fishing and hunting), and want to create large protected reserves in the Atlantic and 
Arctic oceans. The Greens, for their part, are the only party to openly acknowledge 
Britain’s “climate debt” to the global south, given Britain’s disproportionate historical 
emissions. The Greens are also unique in proposing a policy of “Contraction and 
Convergence,” whereby rich countries will use less finite energy so that poor countries 
can use more, moving us toward equitable and sustainable global energy sharing. The 
Conservatives, for their part, claim they will “work to prevent climate change and assist 
the poorest in adapting to it,” but they offer no programmatic details or targets. UKIP 
appears to be against any form of climate regulation. 
 
UKIP’s trade preferences could be a powerful force for development, but given that this 
is their only policy – in a context of an otherwise diminished development agenda – the 
party cannot be trusted to meet the challenges that our world faces on this front. The 
Conservatives promise to push for wide-ranging changes to domestic institutions, but 
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they do not take a stand on the inequities in the global economy that drive poverty. The 
Liberal Democrats, Labour, and the Green Party do take such a stand. Of these, the 
Greens offer the most robust solutions, and their policies are the most likely to enhance 
the ability of developing countries to promote the flourishing of their own citizens. 
Climate change – which is perhaps the key development issue of the century – is 
addressed most strongly by the Green Party, followed closely by the Liberal Democrats 
and then by Labour; the Conservatives and UKIP, by contrast, do not see climate change 
mitigation as a priority. 
 


